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Email Marketing:

What Is It and What 
Problems Does It Solve?

"If you're running a real business, email is still the most effective way to universally 

reach people who have expressed interest in your product or site. For that, it really 

can't be beaten".



Colin Nederkoorn, the founder of Customer.io

These words are the best foreword to an email marketing course. If you still have doubts about 

the effectiveness of this communication channel with customers, give us just a few minutes 

and a couple of pages, and we will change your mind :)



In 2022, the number of email users worldwide was at 4.3 billion. By comparison, 

Facebook (the most popular social network in the world) has almost 3 billion users.



How many ideas, tricks, marketing opportunities, and advertising are there on FB, and how 

many are there in the email that everyone is used to? And even so, it is incredibly popular.


In 2022 alone, 333.2 billion emails were expected to have been sent and received each day 

( 2021). That’s a staggering amount of daily emails. 



That’s not all. This figure is also expected to increase to over 375 billion by 2025. This email 

marketing statistic will likely prove to you that email marketing isn’t going anywhere soon. In 

fact, it’s growing. Hey, Facebook, move over!



Yes, email is popular. Is it just a question of the ease of application?


Actually, it's not just that. Email marketing is about communicating with subscribers on a 

highly personal level. 



Subscribing means that your messages want to be seen on par with those from family, friends 

and colleagues. With that comes a tremendous opportunity and the potential for incredible 

results.

 forecast 

Statista, 

29% of marketers rate email 

marketing as the most 

effective marketing 

channel



(GetResponse 2018)

Still wondering if email marketing is worth your investment? Here are 6 facts in favor of this 

idea.

6 Reasons Your Business Needs Email 
Marketing

1 Email marketing turns leads into customers better than SEO

It is true that SEO is a powerful tool and the most important marketing channel for any 

company. But when it comes to turning users into paying customers, email has the upper hand.


The ROI of email marketing is also significantly higher than  In comparison, the 

ROI of SEO and keyword ads are $22.24 and $17, respectively (DMA, 2019). 



64% of use email marketing to reach customers. (Campaign Monitor, 2021) and 

41.5% of brands say that email marketing is very critical to business success, compared to 78% in 

2020. ( 2021).

 other channels.

 small businesses 

Litmus, 

2 Low cost

Email marketing is simple, effective and cheap: it attracts a huge number of customers at 

virtually zero cost! It's a real lifesaver for small businesses that can't afford to communicate with 

their customers through more expensive marketing channels (TV, radio, etc.).


Shop.org and Forrester Research report: that 85% of U.S. retailers say email is one of their most 

effective customer engagement tools.

Comparing ROI of email to 

other marketing tools
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22.24 $
19.72 $

10.51 $
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2 $

Email Catalogs SEO Internet Display Mobile Keyword Ads Banner Ads

Business people are echoed by marketers. For 10 years in a row, email has had the highest ROI 

of any marketing channel.

The Direct Marketing Association (DMA) states that for every dollar spent, email


marketing returns 40.

Not bad?

3 A high degree of personalization

A social media post speaks to the whole audience. Email marketing speaks to each person 

individually and gives the information they are interested in. A personalized email can have an 

amazing effect.



Yes Lifecycle Marketing Report 2019 says that segmented and targeted emails contribute 58% 

to a company's bottom line. Campaign Monitor, on the other hand, cites staggering numbers:

Emails with the recipient's name are opened 26% more often.

Marketers working with a segmented customer base see up to a 760% increase in profits.

4 Targeting a specific action

The email can include invitations to various desired actions, i.e., to go to a specific page, to make 

a purchase, to sign up. Simply put, email marketing is also a way to redirect traffic to your 

website or web service.



Emails perform a lot of important tasks, and automatically sent emails perform even more: you 

can use them to help your customers. For instance, you can send those who haven't completed 

an order a message describing the steps, a FAQ, or a discount for completing the order.



Experian data shows that emails with a call to action are 8 times more likely to be opened and 

generate 6 times more revenue than other types of emails.

5 Measurable results

You can only manage what you can measure. Fortunately, everything is clear with email 

marketing. We can have the following data:

who opened your email

which links they clicked

how many people unsubscribed

This data allows you to evaluate the effectiveness of newsletters and make timely changes to 

improve the results. Quantitative data is also important: it is used to make a conclusion about 

the overall performance of your current online marketing strategy.

Example of email 

newsletter statistics

9 093   Emails sent

Opens 1 099 12.1 %

Bounces 608 6.7 %

Unopened 7 386 81.2 %

Click Rate 2.5 %

12.1 %

6.7 %

81.2 %

6 Permanent access to email via mobile devices

Your email is always with you, in your smartphone. Those who believe that social media will 

soon replace it are misguided.

A majority of email views come from mobile devices (41%), followed by desktop 

(39%). (HubSpot Blog Research, 2021)

We're sure this evidence, backed by research and concrete numbers, has convinced you — you 

need to implement email marketing immediately!



But how? Where to start?

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://www.statista.com/statistics/255080/number-of-e-mail-users-worldwide/
https://www.oberlo.com/statistics/how-many-emails-are-sent-per-day
https://gr-dms.s3.amazonaws.com/resources/sites/2/2019/05/0645/email-marketing-and-marketing-automation-excellence-2018.pdf
https://dma.org.uk/uploads/misc/marketers-email-tracker-2019.pdf
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/guides/the-state-of-small-business-marketing/#one
https://www.litmus.com/blog/2021-state-of-email/
https://dma.org.uk/uploads/misc/5a7c1de1ca4d7-marketer-email-tracking-report-2018_v2-final_5a7c1de1ca425.pdf
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/hubspot-blog-marketing-industry-trends-report?_ga=2.129955407.2116605659.1655405116-782004359.1655405116
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Collecting Emails: Lead 
Magnets and Ways to Get 
Email Addresses

What can be better than to have your email marketing message as eagerly awaited as a 

paycheck message?



The results of such an email are sure to beat the average open and click-through rates!


To make your anticipation of stunning results just as bright, it takes the smallest thing. It's not 

just getting the subscriber's email address, it's getting the email address from the subscriber 

him/herself. As you have already learned, that is the only way to get an email that will be eagerly 

awaited.



How can we do it? It's pretty simple: the process of collecting email addresses includes the 

following steps:



Creating a value for which the person will be willing to give their email address. It is called a 

"lead magnet": the stronger (or valuable) it is, the more likely it is to get the email address from 

the subscriber. Keep in mind that the rule works the other way as well — no one will exchange 

their contacts for things that have no value.



The choice of the tool, that is, what means you are going to use to collect contacts.


Let's go over this along with a list of all the lead magnets. And there is more than that.

Lead Magnets for Collecting Emails 
7 Ideas

Let's start with the most popular ones.

1 Provide a discount voucher, a gift or a free trial period

This option is perfect for online stores and SaaS services. The first ones can get email addresses 

for a discount (it's great if the price is very important for customers), the second ones - for the 

opportunity to test the product for free. By the way, if you think that discounts to collect 

contacts are worthless, you're wrong: they still work.

Example of discount 

voucher

Get a 30% Discount
On your first purchase + FREE DELIVERY

Fill out the form to receive the discount code now

Enter your name

Enter your email

Send me the coupon

2 Free book, infographic, checklist

Valuable information is a powerful lead magnet. If you are an expert on a particular subject, a 

book written on the subject will be a great tool for collecting subscriber contacts. Ask to leave 

an email address to download it; after sending the book, you'll be able to send a small batch of 

emails to your subscriber in the future.



Writing a book isn't easy, but if you have a blog, try "compiling" it from published articles: that 

makes it easier. Most importantly, don't forget the value and quality of the information!

Subscribe to download the book

Besides the book, you can use the following items as a lead magnet:

Infographic, posters

Checklists

Case studies

Video

Online courses

Catalogs

Recorded webinars

Online magazine archive

Podcast collection

Industry expert reports

Selected tools & services

Google Sheets, Excel Spreadsheets

...and other premium content that's of undeniable value to your customers.

3 Access to the website's secret section

Many different reputable websites have closed fee-based sections. For example, infogra.ru 

provides access to the resource's archives with valuable "tricks" for graphic designers.



You can do the same, but instead of payment ask users to sign up on your website (with an 

email address, of course). There are plenty of examples: sleeknote.com has an excellent library of 

useful articles and case studies - you can use it after giving you email address.

Email with a link to the 

special section on the 

sleeknote website

4 Access to a useful service

A free and useful online service that adds to your website is a great tool for collecting emails 

after sign-ups, and here’s why

 Such a tool is truly valuable, meaning that the conversion of your website visitors into 

customers will be high

 Using the service is a reason to form a new email campaign to promote your project, its 

monetization, associated sales, etc.



An example is which has become indispensable for many SEO professionals who 

build the target audience profile. Creating an online calculator could be a good option, for 

example, to create construction estimates, calculate the cost of multi-component products, 

goods, etc.

 seo-checklist, 

5 Contests

Collecting a database of customers willing to take part in a contest is a simple and 

straightforward way. However, keep in mind that after it has been completed, the "feedback" 

from such a base will drop drastically: people have left their email addresses with a specific 

purpose, and will not be interested in receiving unrelated emails. Judge carefully: you will have 1 

or 2 chances (emails) to turn the situation around. A truly beneficial information can make the 

"contest base" become your regular subscribers.

6 Getting online consultations

You always have to pay for a lawyer or doctor's consultation, but if a specialist is willing to share 

information in exchange for an email address, that's a genuine value and benefit! Provide a 

short consultation in exchange for users’ contacts. Needless to say, it only makes sense to give a 

free consultation if you have relevant resources and can afford it.

Website consultation form

7 Easy at use

Imagine that a designer needs to find 100 different photos in a photobank. He has two choices: 

to spend time and energy looking for the right images for a long time, or to leave an email 

address and receive an email with the necessary images. Pretty handy? Sure it is!



The solution to the problem of finding files that meet certain criteria (photos, icons, document 

forms, etc.) is a powerful lead magnet. Of course, this feature needs to be implemented. Yet all 

the costs will be repaid many times over!



We briefly described a few of the most common types of lead magnets. You can experiment 

with them by combining different types. For instance, you can offer a book to blog visitors, and 

a discount to users browsing the product section of your website.


Well, let's talk about the technical task of collecting email addresses.

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://collaborator.pro/tools/checklist-for-seo
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Ways to Collect Emails

Well, the lead magnet is prepared. What's next? How to start getting email addresses? There 

are several options.

Use pop-ups

This method of collecting emails has proven its effectiveness. For example, Neil Patel, co-

founder of KISSmetrics and Crazy Egg, has increased the number of leads by 17%, and Sumo's 

showed that pop-ups have a 3.1% conversion rate.



However, there's a problem. Pop-ups can discourage users: nobody likes to be bothered when 

browsing pages or reading important information. The solution is to adjust settings to minimize 

this effect. Pop-ups should be triggered:

research 

no sooner than 30 seconds after a customer enters the website;

after the user has read at least 50% of the page content; 

when a user leaves the website.

Avoiding using pop-ups is a big mistake as it is considered one of the best ways to collect 

emails. The important part is to create well-timed popups with relevant messages aimed at the 

right people. It takes a little effort, but the results are well worth it.

Pop-up aimed at collecting 

emails

Case study:

Sumo analyzed the conversion rates of more than 2 million pop-ups:

Top 10% of the most effective messages had an average conversion rate of 9.28%. In this case, 

a "conversion" is any action visitors take upon seeing the message.

Only 3% of respondents who used the tool had conversions over 11%

The average conversion rate for pop-ups is 3.09%

Capture emails in the website header

The header is the highest part of the website, where you can place a call to subscribe and a field 

for an email address. If you use the Hello Bar or SumoMe tools, the addresses entered in the 

field will be automatically added to your email database.

Subscription form in the 

website header

However, subscription forms placed in the header or on the sidebar do not bring high 

conversions. For example, take a look at the click map on the Unbounce website.

A fixed sliding form

It's a small window which slides to the bottom corner of the site as the page scrolls. It contains 

an invitation to sign up for the newsletter and an email input field.



There are special tools for placing subscription forms on the slider, for example, Scroll Box by 

SumoMe. It allows you to easily create any slider and add it to your website. Scroll Box is 

integrated with your email marketing service, so all collected emails will go straight to your 

email list.

A fixed subscription form

The top of the sidebar

Does your website have a sidebar (you can usually find it in blogs and news sections)? You can 

place the subscription form there as well, at the very top of the sidebar: it will be as noticeable 

as possible.

A sidebar subscription form

The right-hand panel is the most effective, as it targets users who browse content in the F-

pattern (users scan web pages in an F-shaped pattern: two horizontal stripes followed by a 

vertical). Simply put, visitors see the subscription form immediately when they come to your 

website or blog.

Form at the end of the article

When users read your articles to the end, it means they like them. So why not invite them to 

subscribe?

Contact form at the end of 

the article

It makes sense, doesn't it? But in fact, at the end of the article there are comment sections or an 

invitation to join in the discussion, but not a subscription form! This is a huge mistake, so be 

careful not to make it.



For extra encouragement, you can offer more useful content related to the topic of the article. 

This will increase the conversion rates of turning your readers into subscribers.

Offline events

There is a way to collect emails offline. Collecting emails can be arranged via face-to-face 

interactions. Networking and in-person events can help you expand your contact base. If a 

person wants to attend your event, that makes them a potential subscriber, don't you agree?



Another question is how to hold a really interesting event offline? What can help you with it? 

For example, Meetup.



The most popular types of offline events for collecting contacts:

Seminars. They can be small and short or large and formal. You can invite speakers and 

experts or present interesting information yourself.

Networking. Making useful business contacts in an informal situation is a great way to talk 

about engaging topics and enrich your email database.

Features speaker. It would be a good idea to invite your audience to your events if you're a 

public speaker.

Place links to the subscription form on popular platforms (YouTube, Pinterest, etc.)



Communication via the classic blog is not a perfect option. If you rely on video and/or audio 

content, use the relevant services to promote it, such as YouTube. However, be careful here as 

well: don't make yourself dependent on the platform algorithms. Any minor change can trigger 

instant loss of a large part of your audience.

Email collection form via 

Facebook ads

The key is to invite your viewers and listeners to subscribe to your newsletter as an alternative 

communication channel (with links to audio podcasts and videos).

Use private content

Another quick way to easily expand your subscriber base is to make some of your publicly 

available content private. Then, in order to continue reading, users will need to subscribe to your 

newsletter.



News websites often do this by offering you a paid subscription. However, you should be careful 

when using this practice, some of this content may not be indexed by search engines.

Link to the subscription form in the bio 
on the profile page

What information is shown in the bio of your Twitter, Instagram, or Facebook page right now? 

Occupation? An inspirational quote? Or multiple hashtags?



If so, you're not getting even a whit of the benefit that a well-designed personal information 

section can bring. For instance, you could put a link there to a subscription form for your own 

newsletter, thereby gaining new subscribers.

Use signup form

Many companies send newsletters to customers who have registered on the website, "warming 

up" customers to purchase paid features and services. This gives a certain advantage, because 

people have initially shown interest in your services.



However, not all of them are ready to receive information and advertising emails. After all, they 

have communicated with you to accomplish a particular goal — to buy the product they are 

interested in. Therefore, when registering add a qualifying "Subscribe to newsletters" option, so 

that users can choose whether to receive such emails or not. As a result, you will separate "fake" 

subscribers and work solely with the interested audience.

Redirect to "Thanks for your comment" 
page

Traditional web blogging trick: when a user comments on your content for the first time, this 

plugin redirects them to a "Thank you for your comment" page.



Did the person take the time to write the comment? That means they're interested in your 

content, and they're more likely to agree to become your subscriber.


In addition, you can use a lead magnet on such a page right away.

Create a poll

Quizzes are fun to take on their own, but they can also be used to expand your subscriber base! 

LeadQuizzes team, which develops quizzes for lead generation, provides interesting statistics: 

online tests can increase lead generation by 500%! However, you should understand that the 

online quiz should be customized to your target audience and be relevant to the website's 

theme.

Drive traffic from social media to your landing 
page

How to do it? Well, each social network has its own algorithm:

Facebook. Place a "Subscribe" button at the top of your page. Clicking on the button will 

take the user to a landing page with a subscription form.

Instagram. The "Bio" section of your Instagram profile is a great place to put a link to a 

website or page with a subscription form. Just don't forget to add a call to action button.

Twitter. Launch an advertising campaign for your target audience, so you can drive traffic 

from Twitter to your landing page and generate leads.

The effectiveness of social media ads campaigns is difficult to evaluate without special 

analytical tools. Do not forget to set them up! This is the only way you can honestly evaluate the 

results of your efforts. Just like Black Card Books Publishing did, for example.

«Our company grossed well into 7 figures in sales, just from Facebook leads alone. On 

average, we capture anywhere from 50-150 leads per day using targeted Facebook 

ads. The good times will only last for so long before the user base moves on to 

something new. Now is the time to dive in full force and strike while the iron is hot»



Corey Robert


Marketing Director of Black Card Books Publishing

Email Capture Tools

Hellobar  –  it gives you an email capture tool in the form of a bar that stays at the top of the 

screen. It’s free (trial period) and with many options for you to customize.

Optinmonster  –  you can create a whole range of high-converting dynamic lead forms, 

including popups, gamified spin-to-win opt-in forms, and more.

Wpforms  –  it is a contact form plugin for WordPress to capture users’ email addresses.

Summary

How do you know which of these options for collecting emails is right for you? What is the right 

way to prioritize? What to pay attention to first?



Here are some important tips:



If you don't have an effective lead magnet yet, be sure to create one. A lead magnet is a 

powerful tool that can attract potential customers from a variety of communication channels.



If you already have a lead magnet and traffic, optimize the way your subscription form looks. Be 

specific: you will provide the user with useful content in exchange for their email address. The 

subscription form should be clear, concise and noticeable!



With a small email list, ask your subscribers to share your content. Over time, the subscriber 

base will start to grow exponentially on its own. More and more people will promote your 

content and brand.



Set up visual elements. Email signatures, subscribe buttons, pop-ups. Take time to customize 

and optimize these important parts (especially since you'll only have to do it just once).


Invest in advertising only if you're already earning from sales! Advertising messages (on 

Facebook or other platforms) are only effective if your sales funnel is already generating 

revenue.



Ask yourself the question: where are my leads coming from and how can I improve that flow? In 

short, use every opportunity available to the sector in which you are working.



A list of lead magnets that you can use to capture emails:

Infographic, posters

Checklists

Case studies

Videos

Online courses

Catalogs

Recorded webinars

Online magazine archive

Podcast collection

Industry expert reports

Selected tools & services

Google Sheets, Excel Spreadsheets

Access to the website's secret section

Access to another online services

Contests

Getting online consultations

Easy at use

Well, we've got this one covered! If you have any questions, leave them in the comments below! 

And we're moving on to the next topic.

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://sumo.com/stories/pop-up-statistics
https://sumo.com/stories/pop-up-statistics
https://www.hellobar.com/
https://optinmonster.com/
https://wpforms.com/
https://www.emailory.com/email-marketing/types/
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Types of Email Newsletters 
10 Examples + Tips

Well, the first step is done: now you know how to collect your customers' email addresses. Now 

it's time to do the next step, which is to connect with your audience. You can do this by using 

different types of newsletters, which we're going to talk about right now.



The type of newsletter is always based on the goal you're pursuing, that is, the actions you want 

to motivate your subscribers to take.



put together 13 types of communication messages that you can use when 

connecting with customers.

MySignature 

Types of Newsletters

Advertising (marketing) newsletter

An advertising newsletter is the most common type of newsletters. Its purpose is to draw 

subscribers' attention to a certain product or service, encouraging them to buy it. You probably 

get them a lot, too. And like us, you think most of them are far from perfect.



Most promotional emails are surprisingly monotonous and boring, even though all advertising 

is inherently emotional and vibrant. In addition, they are all almost identical in both content and 

tactics. They are sent out in enormous volumes and mindlessly attack subscribers' emails.



Developing promotional newsletters is a true art, which can be talked about for a very long 

time. However, we have slightly different goals, so let's focus on practical tips for creating 

promotional newsletters:



Describe your offer clearly and accurately.


The subscriber should not have the slightest misunderstanding or ambiguity, even if he had 

time to read only the first sentence. Your job is to get their attention.



Create a sense of urgency or limited offer.


Make it clear to customers that they must act quickly, otherwise they risk missing out on a good 

deal. To do this, give exact dates for discounts or tell them stock levels are plummeting. Use 

phrases that encourage active and dynamic actions: "hurry up and place your order", "call now".



Keep it short.


Long explanations and descriptions are not for commercial offers. Your offer should be kept 

brief and to the point.



Develop a newsletter plan.


The emails you send to your subscriber should not be the same. Each should be a continuation 

of the previous one and pave the way for the next one.



Don't send marketing emails often.


You probably know from your own experience that spam causes nothing but a desire to 

unsubscribe from the annoying newsletters. Therefore, follow the golden rule: 80% of emails 

contain no ads, but only useful information, the other 20% are marketing emails.

In this case, newsletters can be different:

Recommendations, advice, tips on how to get the most out of your product/service.


If the information is truly valuable, it will build your credibility as an expert.

An email content 

describing a feature of the 

service

Announcements of new products or expanded services


It goes without saying, the purpose is to sell them straight away.



A reminder about restocking.


Use this newsletter if you sell items that need to be restocked on a regular basis (coffee 

machine filters, hair dye, medicine, pet food). The same goes for providing recurring services: for 

example, preventive maintenance of household appliances. By setting up your CRM properly 

and finding out how often your customers buy, you can motivate them with a newsletter.



Seasonal or pre-holiday newsletters.


The arrival of any season or major holiday is a great opportunity to remind subscribers about 

yourself with a personalized newsletter that includes discounts, greetings and nice bonuses. 

Plus, you can send two newsletters before and after the holiday.



An email after the purchase.


You'll be pleased if a seller asks you after a while about your impressions of your purchase and 

sincerely inquires about whether it meets your expectations. There are only a few actions left in 

business that aren't motivated by sales, and people feel it. If your post-purchase newsletter isn't 

"salesy," it will help build brand or company loyalty. The subscriber will be convinced once again 

that he made the right choice and will contact you again.



Suppose you bought a multicooker and also signed up for the email newsletter of the selling 

company. If it immediately starts sending you emails offering new products, you'll simply 

unsubscribe from it. The money is already spent, the need is met, and in the near future you see 

no reason to visit the online store again.



On the other hand, if the company starts sending you non-commercial emails with useful 

information, this will arouse curiosity and desire to find out what's actually there.



Tips for cleaning and maintaining the multicooker, recipes, secrets of use, asking for your 

opinion about the device — all of this gradually builds an emotional connection between the 

buyer and the seller. Use it for pre-sales in the future, but only when the newsletter is not 

perceived as pushy offers to buy unnecessary things.

Informational newsletter

Its obvious purpose is to provide useful content and to inform the subscriber. Let your audience 

know about your new webinar, article, or e-book. There are plenty of options!

Email announcing a new 

blog article

Digest newsletter

If you have a blog or online media, it's time to get closer to your readers! Send your readership a 

selection of articles published on your website. The frequency may vary, but the most important 

thing is to get your subscribers interested and motivated to read your content.



To do this:

Include an image, a headline and a short description with each digest. In this way you will 

place several links to your content in one email;

Add a CTA-button inviting subscribers to read the whole article;

Make the headline as attractive as possible, focusing on the usefulness of the content for the 

reader. Clickbait will only lead to mass unsubscribing from your newsletter.

Weekly article digest from 

Quora

Company updates 

Use it to inform your audience about what's going on in the company, new products and 

services, new features, and customer opportunities. Pay attention that the newsletters should 

not just contain the news, but the benefit it brings to your subscribers. This way, you'll not only 

strengthen your relationship with your audience, but you'll also develop a very useful bond: any 

email from a company is valuable.



The two most important requirements for a newsletter are:



Conciseness.


Break your content into short, easy-to-understand snippets (text, images, call-to-action 

buttons).



Clear structure.


Think back to newspaper layouts: clear separation of content, succinct and clear headlines, 

small photos. Logical structure, simple fonts, and nothing more!

Feedback newsletter

Feedback is essential to the success of any company. Ask your customers to leave feedback on 

the company's work or take part in a survey. This way you would indirectly remind the audience 

about you, your products and services. In addition, feedback will help you improve the level of 

service.

Feedback request of 

Optimonster

What's the right way to ask for feedback?


Here are 3 tips

 Explain to subscribers how they will benefit from it. The customer spends time answering 

questions, so encourage them with a discount, a helpful lead magnet or other reward. Create 

a special page with detailed descriptions. How and why to leave a review, and what the 

subscriber will get back

 Specify the purpose of the survey. You must explain to customers why you need this 

information. Are you looking to improve your business? Or are you doing market research

 Provide easy access to the survey. The survey link should be eye-catching. Take a look at the 

example below. The survey link is framed as a highly visible button at the end of the email.

Practical newsletter

It's about information related to your activities and service. This is how you make it clearer and 

more valuable in the eyes of the client. This type of newsletter is perfect for IT companies: by 

talking about the details and secrets of your product, you add value to it from the customer's 

point of view. You may use it later to offer a paid version.



Tell about the important features, useful functions and things about your service, which the 

wide range of users don't know about. Do not forget about the description of the solution to 

their problems. In this case, the letters perform a supporting function and help the business to 

expand the bottlenecks in the sales funnel. But it is important to understand that such a 

newsletter does not sell anything directly!

Trigger newsletter

As the name implies, this newsletter is connected to the target actions (triggers) of customers. 

You put items in the cart, but didn't buy them? Get a reminder email. You downloaded content? 

Get a survey email asking if you liked the content. You bought a product or service? Get an 

email with useful information or a bonus for your next purchases. And so on.

Example of a trigger email

This newsletter type is very effective: the DMA says that more than 75% of email marketing 

revenue is generated by it, which makes sense. The message is tied to an action you've just 

taken, which means the customer is a) "in the loop" and b) more likely to open an email related 

to their recent actions. At least to make sure everything goes well.



Pay attention to 2 types of triggers

 An email sent in response to an email recipient's actions. A trigger can be:

Opening an email;

Leaving an email ignored for a certain period;

Clicking or not clicking on a link in an email.

…and other actions the subscriber takes in relation to the email and its content.



2. An email sent in response to the user activity on a website. A trigger can be:

Purchase of any product;

Purchase of a product of a certain category, purpose, etc;

Product added to cart but no purchase completed;

Visitors viewed certain products but didn't buy them.

…and other actions on the website.



By the way, "incomplete purchase" emails usually have higher open rates (35-40%) and 

conversion rates (as do welcome emails).They are more difficult to write, but you should use 

them.

Transaction newsletter

Its purpose is to notify and confirm that the user has performed a certain action on the website 

or in the app. Everyone has ever received such emails: they are notifications about password 

changes, online payment receipts, personal account updates. These emails are usually sent 

automatically via an email service API or SMTP server.



Transaction banking emails include:



Confirmation email.


Paying, booking or ordering are important actions, and receiving this email assures you that 

your transaction is complete.



Greetings.


Sent to those who have subscribed to the newsletter, started to use the trial version of the 

product. In this way the company thanks the user for their choice and provides the information 

they need.



The content depends on the product or service you offer.


But it should focus on the personality of your brand and the value it brings to the subscriber. In 

addition, a welcome email is a reason to explain to new users how things work and where they 

can get started.



Two-step subscriptions.


After subscribing to the newsletter, the user receives an email asking them to confirm it. This is 

often a necessary measure to protect against spam.



Invoices.


After subscribing to the newsletter, the user receives an email asking them to confirm it. This is 

often a necessary measure to protect against spam.

Example of a trigger email

Problems with a credit/debit card.


Notification of an attempted ATM withdrawal, an overdue loan payment, and other notifications 

from the bank. It's also a way to prevent non-payment, a problem that never loses its relevance.



Refunds.


 If the payment fails, the money is transferred back to the account. When you receive such an 

email, you don't have to worry about the future of your money.



Notifications on updates.


They have a form of a small report on changes in the service, new interface elements, 

improvements, and other. Often users subscribe to this newsletter on purpose, because they are 

interested in receiving this information.



Common notifications.


Immediately sent to the user's email when changes are made to his account. This is potentially 

critical information, assuming that the recipient will immediately read it and perform a targeted 

action (go to the account, for example).

Reactivation emails

Their aim is to bring back inactive subscribers and customers to interact with the company. This 

is the most important type of newsletters, as every year about 30% of the recipients of your 

emails cease to be so. There are many reasons: changing addresses, "switching" to work with 

your competitors, or forgetfulness. Don't worry, this is common and can be fixed with the help 

of reactivation emails.



With such a newsletter you can:

try to renew such subscribers interest;

see if you can get their attention again. If not, you can remove them from your subscription 

list.

First, inactive subscribers do not interact with the email list, that is, they are of no use to you.


Second, such indifference can affect your reputation in the eyes of newsletter services, and 

consequently, the deliverability rate is impacted.



And finally, you pay for it. Often, a email list service's rate depends on the number of addresses.


Reactivation emails should be sent very carefully, in an unobtrusive way, after careful planning 

and to small groups of recipients. These emails should be as useful as possible, with a 

justification of why you have decided to write to your customer now.



Otherwise, there is a great risk of getting into spam folders and being blocked by newsletter 

services.

Newsletter cross-promotion

It implements the concept of joint marketing. When emails promote not only your own 

company, but also a partner company that offers related products or services. In this way, you 

gain access to the audience of its subscribers.



Sometimes this results in a serious strategic collaboration, sometimes it's just a one-time joint 

event (e.g., a webinar). Either way, it's a good opportunity to increase your audience.



Imagine two companies: for example, a seller of heating boilers and a service center for their 

maintenance. They decide to hold a joint webinar on "Choosing a Brand of Heating Equipment". 

Both companies inform their subscribers about the webinar. As a result, their audiences learn 

about the products and services of the two companies at once. This is one of the major benefits 

of joint marketing.



Recommendations for cross-promotion emails:

be sure to emphasize that the event or offer is the result of a collaboration with company X 

(especially if it's more well-known than yours);

add visual elements: for example, put the logos of your company and company-partner in 

the text of the email;

make sure both companies are mentioned in the email; forgetting or omission of the name 

of the partner can lead to a possibly embarrassing situation;

add themed photos or images to capture your audience's attention.

Summary

Newsletters are often ineffective, not because they are sent too often or too infrequently. It's the 

lack of variety in the content. You've probably received a few letters from the same company 

that have nothing to offer but a weekly discount voucher.



Perhaps, regular discounts in "spammed" emails are a good thing. But it's terribly boring.


Subscribers instantly lose interest in this type of newsletter, and it's a sore point with the 

majority of e-commerce and SaaS projects. Changing types (discounts, news, digest), searching 

for new design of content, creativity. This is the only way to stimulate the interest of the 

audience.



Another problem is the imbalance between sales emails and emails with useful content. It 

doesn't matter which side triggers the imbalance. You will bore your subscribers and sell 

nothing by sending only one type of newsletter.

Use the 80/20 rule: 80% of letters are with useful content, 20% of letters


contain selling content.

Last but not the least.



You must constantly track and analyze the subscribers' reactions on the emails you send them 

and make respective changes. Otherwise, your audience will simply get tired and frustrated.



Remember that an email newsletter is not a single email, but a carefully constructed and 

systematic interaction with both current and potential customers. Be sure to discuss the ideas 

for such communication with your team, create a series of letters with interesting and useful 

content, and think about what and how you will sell using email marketing.



Before you start, you should already have a clear content plan. Everything else is a technical 

part. Our next stop is the question of how to create an effective newsletter subscription form?

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
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How to Create an Effective 
Newsletter Subscription 
Form?

You can collect email addresses for newsletters by placing an effective subscription form. There 

are no universal standards for this task, of course, but there are a few general rules we can 

follow.



But before we move on to how to make the subscription form as conversion-friendly as 

possible, let's find out what subscription types are there.



Types of Subscription Forms



The layout of your subscription form can have a dramatic effect on the number of collected 

email addresses. There are 4 most common forms. These are:

pop-ups;

a floating form;

a fixed form;

an embedded form.

Choose the most appropriate way to achieve your goal.



Remember that we've already covered some questions in the "Collecting Emails" section and if 

the answers are already clear to you, skip to the next point.

Pop-ups

Great to get the visitors' attention, but it's important to choose the right time to display the 

message.



Ideally, a pop-up should appear after the user has been on your site for at least 60 seconds. 

That's enough time to understand what you're doing and what you're offering.

An example of a pop-up 

with an email collection 

form

Another option is to show a message when the user is about to close the browser tab of your 

website. You've seen this kind of pop-ups more than once on websites.



Below is an example of a pop-up message on Urban Decay's site. After the user has spent some 

time on it, an invitation to subscribe to the newsletter appears. This type of pop-up message is 

called a lightbox. The website's main page is faded, and a pop-up appears in the foreground.


Lightbox messages appear after the user has been interested in the content, so they attract 

more subscribers.

Embedded forms

They are placed anywhere on the page, and you can usually see them in the footer or on the 

sidebar.

An example of an 

embedded forms

Form in the website's sidebar

The embedded form is made large and bright, thus attracting attention. If the pages of the 

website are long, insert the subscription form directly in the text. However, enough is as good as 

a feast. A vibrant design should not be a chaotic jumble of details, otherwise it will look 

inappropriate and irritating.

Fixed forms

Such a form is fixed in a certain part of the screen, and stays there as long as you are on the 

website, until you either leave your email or close it. Sometimes, it may seem intrusive and 

harsh. As an example, the New York Times prefers to place such a form at the bottom of the 

screen: it both attracts attention and is quite convenient for readers.

Email collection form on 

the New York Times 

website

Floating forms

It can be located anywhere on the page, and stays in place even when the user scrolls the page. 

To make it disappear, the user must either close it or subscribe to the newsletter. A floating form 

is an effective way to promote content and hot deals.



Now let's make sure your contact collection form is getting stunning results!

How Do You Get More Contacts With 
Your Opt-in Form?

Make it simple



Web design studio Imagescape of lead form fields on their landing page 

from 11 to 4. This step more than doubled the conversion rate: from 5.4% to 11.9%

 reduced the number 

Subscription form on the 

HubSpot website

In conclusion, do you want an increase in conversions? Make your subscription forms intuitive 

and simple. To do this:

Reduce the amount of information you ask the user for. Lots of fields to fill out discourages 

visitors, and they simply close the form. A little later, we'll focus on how to unobtrusively and 

effectively get the most complete portrait of your potential subscriber.

Include a simple and clear reason why you're collecting data, as well as a reward for providing 

it (do you remember your lead magnet?). This makes it easier to get your visitors' attention 

and convince them to sign up for the newsletter.

Lead magnet on the 

HubSpot website

Use an effective call-to-action phrase

It's hard to come up with an appealing text on the button. Is it even possible to motivate people 

to subscribe for the newsletter with 2-3 simple words? But you have no choice — try it, because 

a button with a catchy phrase is a must for any signup form.



Instead of general phrases, come up with an appeal that reflects the specifics of your business 

or newsletter content. For example:

Join us!

Sign up!

Download now!

Book now!

Use the word "free"

Obviously, you don't have to pay for the email newsletter (unless otherwise stated). But the 

word "free" sounds very appealing! Use it in your form and see how it affects the number of 

subscriptions.

Tell readers about the frequency of your 
newsletter

Everyone is afraid of spam. To reassure subscribers, let them know how often you'll be sending 

emails. Use the words "once a week," "twice a week," "once a month," "periodically," etc.

Run an A/B test on your signup form 
after it's placed on the website

It used to be believed that any important information should be placed at the top of the page, 

which is visible above the fold. But today it's different: mobile users (and not only) scroll down to 

the bottom of the page when looking for information. says the scroll bar is used by 91% 

of users, 76% of them scroll to a certain part of the page, and 22% scroll to the bottom.



However, quite a few companies still stick to the recommendation to put the form at the top of 

the page. However, it's not always effective. Michael Aagaard from ContentVerve was one of 

those who debunked this myth.



Below is the landing page that a user clicks on a PPC advertisement to get to: recipes for 

cooking and home delivery.

 Clicktale 

Example of A/B testing

The form on the page below gave a higher percentage of conversions to subscriptions.


Michael Aagaard compared the effectiveness of subscription forms located at the top and 

bottom of the page. The subscription form at the bottom of the page was as much as 304% 

more effective!



What was the reason?



The CTA at the bottom of the page first gave visitors a chance to learn about the service and 

understand its value, and only then would it motivate them to sign up for the newsletter.


When deciding where to place the subscription form, analyze your offer for the complexity of 

understanding for the customer.

If your product or service is complex and needs a detailed description and explanation, don't 

tell your audience to buy it right away. Give them time to read the information carefully, to 

understand and think about it. In this case, place the form at the bottom of the page.

If your offer is quite simple, you can easily place the call-to-action button at the top of the 

page.

But what if you want to put a subscription form at the bottom of the page, but you're worried 

that it won't get noticed? In that case, add all sorts of cues that will lead your audience's 

attention where it should be.

Create a lead magnet

A lead magnet is valuable content that you'll offer your audience in exchange for subscribing. 

Not sure what format to choose? Check out a list of possible lead magnets, this will steer you in 

the right direction.



For example:

H&M brand lead magnet — 15% off your next purchase and free shipping. This is a great deal 

for fans of the brand and all those who are interested in fashion.

HM lead magnet

Social Triggers lead magnet is a free eBook with simple tips on how to attract your first 

subscribers. To leave no way for the audience to escape, the company placed two contrasting 

buttons next to each with the word "free" on them.

Social Triggers lead magnet

Pick the right colors for your CTA 
button

The color of the CTA button is very important. You need to choose a shade that blends in with 

the design and structure of your website, but will still be noticeable.



Research shows that the best color for the CTA button is red. But don't underestimate orange 

and green, because sometimes they prove to be more effective.

Social proof

Social proof is a psychological effect that leads people to conform. It creates a kind of herd 

mentality. Simply put, a person is more willing to do something if they see others doing it.

Subscription counter next 

to the form on the 

julian.com website

Take a look at the subscription form on the julian.com website. The website has a counter that 

shows the number of people who have already subscribed to the newsletter, and this motivates 

website visitors to join their ranks. Naturally, this method works only if you are really read by a lot 

of people.

Give subscribers a choice

Do you have a lot of news and updates regularly? I advise you to divide your news flow into 

categories. Let a part of your audience subscribe exactly to the information that interests them. 

The New York Times, for example, has done this by asking users to subscribe only to topics that 

are relevant to them.

Stake on exclusivity

The point of any newsletter is to offer the reader some value. It's a kind of currency that you 

"pay" your audience to stay in communication with you.



However, you can go further by offering the audience not just value, but exclusive value. For 

instance, when a company offers its readers exclusive content, "priceless secrets" or a whole 

"private" course.



What exactly could be an exclusive value? It depends on the industry, the form of organization 

or the business model of your company. But overall, it's a very effective strategy that's based on 

psychology. No one wants to miss out on something very valuable!



It's important not only to promise your audience exclusive value, but also to deliver on that 

promise. Then your readers will be satisfied, and your subscriber base will constantly grow.

Don't forget about the look and feel

It's a fact that users judge your site by its look and feel, too. The same is true for the subscription 

form. Its design is very important for your visitors. A subscription form where every element 

(fields, CTA button, etc.) is carefully designed has a better chance of attracting subscribers.

A beautiful form on the 

mailpoet website

Check the form's adaptability

Your subscription form should display correctly and work on both desktop computers and 

mobile devices. This is very important, as today almost half of all data is collected on 

smartphones and tablets.

Adaptive form on mailpoet 

website

Tell users how you'll process their data

Savvy customers know that their personal data (and especially their email address) is a great 

value.



So if you ask a user to give you their email, explain how you're going to use it. To do this, just add 

a link to your privacy policy on the subscription form. This is a mandatory requirement under 

the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Wired refers to the privacy 

policy on the form

Summary

It's important not only to choose the most appropriate format for your website's contact 

collection form, but also to make it as effective as possible. To do that, use our tips i.e., make it 

simpler, more visible, and don't forget to offer users something really valuable in exchange for 

their email addresses.



One more important point: you can (and must) experiment with the form's design and content.



Change the text on the CTA-button to a more stimulating one, try out different colors, and find 

out on what position the form brings more contacts — at the top or at the bottom. There are no 

strict rules or standards, so we are only talking about the highest probability. Once again, this 

confirms that only those who are constantly evolving can achieve high results.



And you'll get one more proof of that in the near future. Once you have placed a subscription 

form and start getting your first email contacts, you will face another question — how to 

segment them properly? We'll answer it in the next lesson.

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
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How to Segment Email 
Newsletter Subscriber Base? 
20 Ideas

A personalized email newsletter increases s that 

impressive? You'll be even more surprised when you learn that 70% of companies don't 

personalize their emails at all. It's great news, because now you have this competitive 

advantage!



In this section, you'll learn:

 the customer's target action rate by 6 times. I

how to properly segment your subscriber base;

how to send personalized emails to each of the groups.

So, here we go!

What is segmentation?

Segmentation is the division of your subscriber base into groups (segments), each of which 

corresponds to a certain criterion.



For example, all recipients of your newsletter can be segmented according to:

country/region/city of residence;

gender;

age;

interests;

purchase history, etc.

Segmentation is the main step towards the personalization of newsletters. After segmentation, 

the marketer will understand what content of the email will make the subscriber read it and 

perform the target action (click on the link, place an order, book a ticket, etc.).



Here is an example.

A large online hypermarket organizes a personalized newsletter. What kind of 

emails can subscribers in an already segmented base receive?

Citizens of a capital — an email with promotional bonuses for capital city residents 

only;

Women — an email announcing discounts on cosmetics;

Men — an email with discounts on car products;

Customers who bought an iPhone — an email with a discount for a charger, 

protective glass, a case, etc.

Thus, by sending subscribers in each of the segments emails with different content, the 

company increases opening and click-through rates by an order of magnitude.



Don't believe it? Let's take a look at the results of a survey that a newsletter service, 

conducted among its customers.

MailChimp, 

Segmented newsletters in 

MailChimp compared to 

template newsletters

So, the segmentation of the user base yields amazing results. So, the segmentation of the user 

base yields amazing results. But these results can be obtained if you choose the right criteria for 

segmenting.

What criteria do you use to segment 
your base?

Interaction with the newsletter

Any communication with a subscriber is unique (remember, we're talking about 

personalization). This means you should choose your segmentation criteria depending on what 

your company's sales system is currently focused on.

The only universal characteristic is the interaction with the newsletter. To put it 

simply,



you must first be sure to divide your entire base into active and inactive 

subscribers.



Those who:

opens, reads and interacts with emails (clicks on links/buttons);

ignores your emails.

Subscriber activity within 

an email campaign

Any newsletter service — including the popular MailChimp — provides information about open 

and click rates.

Open and click rates report 

in Mailchimp

You can (and must) work with both groups.

For the active part of your user database, regularly send a personalized newsletter with 

promotions, offers, etc. These subscribers are very likely to open, read the email and possibly 

perform a targeted action, increasing your sales. Keep in constant communication with this 

group, for instance, send letters that can interest them even more, give them more 

information about your products, services, features, opportunities, etc.

For the inactive part of your user database, try to get their interest back. To do this, create a 

special newsletter with a catchy headline that promises great bonuses to those who come 

back to buy the company's products/services. Competently designed strategy that drags 

subscribers from an inactive segment to an active one is sure to bear fruit.

Please note that all of the following criteria will only be effective for the active part of your 

subscribers.

Well, it is possible to segment your subscriber base:



By previous purchases


A simple and effective segmentation criterion that can be used to increase pre-sales. Sending 

out discounts on accessories or spare parts for items you've already purchased (smartphones, 

appliances, etc.) works great. A similar situation is with items that need to be replaced, refilled 

or updated over time. For example, the hair dye you bought a month ago is probably already 

running out, so suggest that the customer place a new order.



By type of goods preferred


A more general form of the previous criterion: you can use it to find out the customer's interests, 

tastes and preferences in choosing products. Knowing them, you can offer something that will 

interest subscribers. If your assortment is wide, be sure to use this approach.



By frequency of purchase


The segment of subscribers with a high value of this indicator is the most valuable for you! 

Encourage these customers, for example, with a newsletter:

with a discount voucher;

with a bonus or gift for a certain number of items purchased (every 3rd, 5th, etc.);

with an invitation to join a loyalty system, etc.

Don't forget about those who shop infrequently: this segment of subscribers is your untapped 

sales growth pool. Take advantage of it by sending regular, personalized newsletters (e.g. with 

special discounts on certain types of products). Perhaps a new purchase will be the first step in 

moving your subscriber into the active customer category.

By the level of customer satisfaction (NPS)


The criterion is good not only as a condition for sampling loyal customers, it's also a measure of 

how satisfied customers are with the purchase and the level of service. Before you can get this 

information, however, you have to run a survey.



The customer must rate their level of satisfaction and willingness to recommend the company 

on a 10-point scale. If necessary, elaborate on the information by asking "Why are you ready/not 

ready to recommend our company?"

Example of NPS survey

Segmentation based on the customer loyalty index (NPS) of the responses received would look 

like this

 Customers with high loyalty (9-10 points

 Neutral customers (7-8 points

 Below average and negative (0-6 points)

By the cycle of purchases made


A customer buys nail polish once every 3 weeks, vitamins once every 2 months, and new 

sneakers once a year in the summer. This is the cyclicality of product purchases. Knowing it, you 

simply plan a personalized newsletter with the product the customer is interested in. The 

chances of a repeat sale are very high!



By check amount


Separate out subscribers who can afford expensive products from those who choose only 

budget deals. This will enable you to offer products that match the financial situation of your 

customer groups.



A major women's clothing brand, Intermix, used this criterion to optimize its costs for customer 

discounts. By doing segmentation, the company divided its subscriber base into 3 groups

 VIPs: high check amount, high income

 Sale lovers: customers whose purchases are motivated by large discounts

 Brand loyalists: subscribers loyal to one or more brands, but taking into account the price.



Group 1, given its financial situation, the brand offered an intangible incentive — VIP invitations 

to exclusive events. Customers from the other two groups received a discount of 10 to 30% as a 

gift. Such a move increased the brand's annual revenue by 15%.



By time since last purchase


A customer who placed an order last year and a customer who bought last week are two 

different groups of customers. You need a different approach for each of them.

Regular customers, who come to you with more or less constant frequency. This tells them 

that they like working with you and, therefore, will be interested in hearing about special 

offers, new products and services. Moreover, you should study their preferences and 

purchase history and offer additional products they are interested in.

Customers who have made a single purchase. Typically, the "conversion" period for a 

customer to this category is six months. But for certain categories of products this period 

may be less. Your task is to try to make such customers permanent through incentive 

newsletter. Here, personalization works 100%. Offer personalized discounts, emphasize your 

company's strengths, send reminders about package renewals or bonuses for additional 

purchases.

By a certain stage of the sales funnel


Obviously, customers at the top and bottom of the funnel should receive different newsletters.

If a potential customer is already warmed up by regular interaction, reading your emails and 

visiting your website, make specific offers. Find out what products and services he or she is 

interested in, and encourage the subscriber to place an order as soon as possible.

If the subscriber is new to your base and not active, gently start nudging them to do so. Start 

by sending generic emails such as welcome emails, brand introductions, product 

introductions, etc.

A separate category includes customers who put items in the cart, but didn't place an order. 

The percentage of such customers is over 60%! These people have stopped one step away 

from buying. What was a barrier for them? Your job is to find out and close the sale! Send an 

email with a reminder or bonus if checkout happens in the next few days, etc. This is how you 

get quick money with minimal effort.

An email from Semrush 

offering to ask a question 

and/or try a trial period

By behavior on the website


Always collect and analyze behavioral information. Find out how customers behave on your 

website, and then the task of increasing sales is half done!



The other half, obviously, is up to you. Send targeted emails to your subscribers:

with an offer of the products they've viewed;

with advice on how to use the service, information about its main features;

with suggestions of similar products that they were interested in, etc.

There can be many options. Use the most detailed behavioral information that specialized email 

marketing services provide (Intercom, Hotjar, MailChimp, and others). For example, you can find 

out which parts of the page attracted visitors' attention, which buttons they clicked on, which 

products they viewed, which menu items they clicked on, etc.

Example of Intercom 

trigger based on user 

behavior

A particularly handy feature is that all email newsletters can be sent automatically, for example, 

when a user performs a certain behavioral script on the website.

Example:



MailChimp has a "Targeting" option that can be used to send fully automatic 

targeting emails. Set sending requirements, such as:

sending after visiting a landing page;

sending after one of the landing pages is left unvisited;

visiting one landing page but leaving out another landing page which is logically 

related to the first, and other criteria.

Customize your sending scripts according to your company's specific tasks and the targeted 

actions which the subscriber is supposed to perform. The flexibility of most email marketing 

services allows for this!

By personal interest


One of the most difficult yet effective segmentation criteria. The difficulty lies in the fact that 

data on subscribers' preferences and interests need to be collected first. Fortunately, modern 

web services allow you to do this very quickly and without inconvenience (well, almost) to the 

subscriber.



How exactly?



One option is to create a user profile on the site and invite visitors to fill it out. An example is a 

form in a "personal account" of any large online store.



Another option is to send subscribers a questionnaire with questions, or a link to a Google form 

with the appropriate fields. There they should be able to select, among other things, the 

frequency and types of newsletters (contests/new products/events, etc.) they want to receive.

Example:



Even if you ask every new user to list their interests when registering, this information 

can quickly become outdated. The world-famous Amazon platform has solved this 

problem by adding reminders in the form of CTA buttons to their newsletters. Now 

the subscriber can update their data to receive really interesting and useful offers 

and information.

By profession


Create personalized emails by emphasizing your subscriber's professional characteristics and 

needs. For example, a builder or electrician is likely to need a set of quality tools. Often these 

professionals have their own circle of customers.

By skill and its level


A criterion by which to segment both buyers of goods and infoservices. Anyone who has visited 

a large construction store knows that products are divided into 2 types — professional 

(requiring a high level of skills) and DIY ("Do It Yourself") for beginners and amateurs



The same classification is true for consumers of infoservices. If you are selling training courses in 

video editing programs, you need to understand who the consumer of your product is. A 

beginner or "advanced" specialist? Depending on this, adapt the content to the level of 

"training" of your subscribers. That way you can speak the same language as them.

By weather


Sounds odd? Not at all. For example, the work of the travel industry is highly dependent on 

exactly what the weather is like right now in the region where customers live. If you're in that or 

a related field, use weather segmentation to drive customer activity.



For example, Airbnb sent this message to subscribers in colder states in the US: "Woke up and 

there's an apocalypse outside? Winter is coming. Time to head for warmer climes!”

By psychographics


This is a complex and comprehensive criterion, which includes personal qualities, values, 

opinions, interests, and lifestyle. As a result, you get a specific portrait of your customer, and it is 

important not only for the purposes of email marketing, but also for the entire company's 

marketing system.



A psychographic portrait is compiled with a lot of data in mind:

how did the subscriber behave on the website?

what products/services were the most interesting for him/her?

what lead magnets attracted him/her?

what information did he put into web forms and surveys?

By learning all this stuff about your subscribers, analyzing the information and making the right 

conclusions, you will be beyond competition in creating effective targeting newsletters.

By attendance at events organized by the company


The presence of subscribers indicates their high level of engagement and loyalty. Make use of it!

For those who came — a newsletter with the event results, photos, the date of the next 

meetings and nice bonuses/discounts as a reward;

For those who didn't come — motivating emails for the next visit, for example, with a promo 

code to be activated at the entrance or a gift.

By field of activity


We have already considered a similar criterion (see point above), but in this case the criterion is 

more valuable if your clients are individual entrepreneurs, business leaders or professionals 

themselves attracting customers.



Suppose you published a post on your blog about an effective way to attract customers for a 

business. This article can be useful to your subscribers who are in a variety of fields.



For example, you have restaurateurs in your base. Include your helpful article in the newsletter, 

adding a description that highlights the value of the content specifically to the restaurant 

business. Similarly, personalize your newsletter with an article for subscribers in other industries.

By business type and size


This is a very important category, because companies of different sizes and types have different 

problems and needs. Analyze their "pains" and adapt your newsletter for b2b subscribers with 

different business characteristics.

By participating in company surveys


Send a special email to those subscribers who participated in your survey. These people took 

the time to answer your questions, and it's not unreasonable to thank — or maybe reward — 

them for doing so!

By gender


If you sell a range of products and services that appeal to both women and men, you'll need to 

segment your subscribers by gender. In the Adidas experience, it has been shown that a 

completely different newsletter has to be created for men and women.

By average age


Today the Internet has penetrated all areas of our lives, which means that among your 

subscribers are people of all ages starting from children and teenagers up to seniors. Segment 

your base based on the average age of your typical customer and tailor the content of your 

emails to that.



For example, children and teenagers are obviously an almost non-paying audience. If your 

newsletter is purely commercial in nature, it's better to remove such subscribers from your list. 

However, it is not necessarily worth it, for example, children can influence their parents' opinions 

when choosing products. Focus on the specifics of your business and in accordance with it, 

segment the base by target age of subscribers.

By income level


If you're a financial advisor or are in the personal finance management business, consider that 

subscribers with different incomes need different information. For example, small and micro 

business owners want to know how to increase their income from 5-figures to 6-figures. 



Executives of larger companies want to know how to go from 6-digits to 7-digits, and so on.


As for buying products, it's obvious that segmentation by income level will allow different 

categories of subscribers to receive emails with offers that fit their budgets.

By way of subscription


How exactly did your subscribers get into your newsletters? Do you know the answer to this 

question?



If not, fix it immediately, because understanding where exactly the subscriber came from will 

allow you to sell more and more expensive items.



For example, in most cases, the user gives his email address in exchange for a lead magnet. In 

other words, he/she is still in the information stage of the buyer's cycle. But you already have all 

the information you need: the lead magnet content will tell you how to build communication 

with the customer next.



Possible options:

The user subscribes to receive cooking recipes. Your next step is to offer him/her kitchen 

appliances, sell books and cooking courses;

The user subscribes to receive an exercise program. So, if the person is interested in a healthy 

lifestyle and fitness, send him/her articles on the relevant topics, as well as ads for sporting 

goods.

Tools and Programs for Newsletter 
Segmentation

To segment your email database, you need a functional and up-to-date newsletter service. It is 

especially important that it allows you to create targeted opt-in forms and place them where 

they will be accessible to the visitors of the respective segments.



No time to search? Good news! We've put together a list of matching services for you everything 

you need is already inside. Enjoy it!



The list is in no particular order:

Constant Contact

AWeber

MailChimp

ConvertKit

GetResponse

ActiveCampaign

InfusionSoft

HubSpot

Summary

Not only does segmentation increase engagement with your newsletters, but it also reduces 

unsubscribes. Which means it helps you build a strong and trusting relationship with your 

audience!



Add lead scoring (we'll talk about it later), and you'll find out which subscribers are most 

interested in your products and ready to buy!

Segmentation of the email base and lead scoring are time-consuming 


tasks. The technical side of it is not the worst thing: everything can be


solved with the help of appropriate services. The hardest part is determining


on what criteria to divide the base into segments and evaluate their


loyalty.

But believe me, it's worth it. The results will not be long in coming, because properly targeted 

newsletter will not only save a lot of time in the future, but also increase your income!



The next topic is about writing the newsletter text.

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://www.mailjet.com/blog/email-best-practices/personalized-emails/
https://mailchimp.com/
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How to Write Text for an 
Email Newsletter

Now it's time to start creating the newsletter email. We'll start with the text. This is the most 

important part of the message you use to communicate with your subscribers.

Important Points That Require Your Attention

Several factors influence the text of an email

 The type of newsletter (we talked about it earlier). For example, if your email gives a 

subscriber a discount, the requirements for the text and the email as a whole will be the 

same. If the email is about a new article on the blog, then use others

 The best strategy: 1 email — 1 goal (or a call to 1 specific action). We know how we want to 

add a discount coupon, an announcement of new projects and so on and so forth, in 

addition to news from the blog. We know, and that is why we say that it is not necessary. The 

more targeted actions you want a user to take in response to your email, the less you get. 

And that's natural, because the user's attention span is limited

 The voice of your brand. Don't start working on your email without making sure you (and 

your team) understand how the brand is positioned. This is especially important because it 

will help you create not only future newsletters, but also advertising campaigns.

What should your brand voice be? If you've never thought about it, it's time to fill that gap right 

now.



How can you describe your brand in one or more words? The answer to this question will give 

you insight into how you should communicate with your audience and build your email 

marketing strategy.



The words and tone you choose should create a certain image in the eyes of consumers. For 

example, some companies want to appear witty and creative, while others build a more serious 

and solid image. A lot in choosing your brand voice depends on your target audience.



If you make these guidelines for your brand, it will be much easier for you to keep a consistent 

style when writing your newsletters. This is very important.



Now, let's look at each aspect of email creation separately.

How to Write an Effective Email Newsletter: 12 
helpful tips

 Make an appealing subject line



The subject line of an email message should not only concisely and succinctly reflect the 

content, but also motivate the reader to open the message. A vaguely worded subject line 

doesn't catch, and the email goes unheeded.

An example of an enticing 

subject line

Your message is one of a dozen or two similar emails from competitors. To gain a competitive 

advantage over them. Be very clear and motivating in your email subject line. Ideas for writing a 

subject line will be later in this course.

Statistics on what people 

pay attention to when they 

open the email

2. Personalize your newsletter

The Direct Marketing Association says that segmented and targeted newsletters


bring companies 58% of their total revenue, and 36% of their revenue came from 

newsletters sent to specific groups of subscribers.

As you probably already know from our previous sections, personalized newsletters are much 

more effective than regular ones. Be sure to include the recipient's name in the subject line and 

avoid generic, impersonal phrases. Your message should address the reader directly and build 

an emotional connection with them!



Use your website or company name in the subject line to attract attention, so the recipient 

knows who the message is from.

3. Write an effective preview

Previews are a few lines below the subject line: the user can read them without having to open 

the email. And, of course, they can decide whether to read the whole email or not.



This means that the preview should be as effective as possible, attractive, contain a clear 

description of the value of the email and motivate the user to open it. It works in tandem with 

the subject line — these two elements should complement each other seamlessly, consistently 

revealing the essence of your marketing message. Therefore, never copy the text of the email in 

the preview, but develop it separately!

4. Imagine creating content for a website

Writing a marketing newsletter can be compared to creating content for a website. The rules 

are the same:

Stick to a logical structure.

Make short paragraphs.

1 paragraph reveals 1 idea.

Bulleted lists and subheadings structure the text and make it more readable.

5. Write for readers

Readers want to communicate with a real person, not a mail robot. Even if it is the latter who 

sends the emails.



Give people the impression that you're talking to a real person. No need for a formal style and 

complicated terms. Replace them with understandable words and phrases of colloquial speech 

(within reason, of course).Imagine that you are talking to your acquaintance.



A dull, boring corporate newsletter is the worst thing you can think of. Present it brightly, vividly, 

share stories from business, life, the experiences of your customers. People are interested to see 

what's "behind the scenes" in the company they're dealing with. Subscribers need to feel like 

they're in your shoes. Only then will you begin to build a relationship with them.

6. Let readers get to know you

Share your name, title, and photo at first, which should be enough. People like to receive letters 

from a specific person, not an impersonal newsletter. Take an example from the companies 

whose email lists are listed below.

Introducing the sender at 

the beginning of the email

An emotional connection between you and your audience is only formed when you are open to 

it. Such communication is the first step to conversion!

7. Encourage readers to take action

Don't skimp on incentive words, like "buy now!" or "sign up today!". It's important to use them in 

the right context and with a button that allows the reader to take action immediately.

According to WordStream, one CTA button (instead of text links) can increase the


number of clicks by 371%. But pay attention to stop words so that your email text


is not considered advertising (see point 10).

8. Talk about your value

You know the value of your newsletter. But do your subscribers know about it?


Not yet. So, your task is to explain it to them.



Most companies only talk about products and services, without focusing on their benefits and 

advantages. This is a big mistake: many of their subscribers would like to know how exactly the 

products offered can meet their needs and what they are useful for.



As you compose your newsletter text, focus on the user's personality, trying to use the word 

"you" more often than "I" and "we".

9. Keep it short

Lots of topics in one email is one of the most serious mistakes a marketer can make.



Imagine yourself in the subscriber's shoes. Do you always read every word in the newsletter? I 

bet you don't. Most likely, you run your eyes over the email in search of the most important 

information and decide whether you want to take the targeted action or not.



An email overloaded with information is harder for the reader to scan and harder for them to 

decide whether or not to click on the CTA button. State your main thoughts briefly, if the reader 

wants to know more about the topic, offer him a link to the relevant page of the website.

10. Use keywords wisely

"Keys" can attract not only reader interest to your website, but also improve search engine 

rankings. However, abusing them in the body of your email increases the risk of getting 

spammed. To avoid this, keep an eye on the frequency of words like "free," "buy," "price," and the 

like.



The most effective way to bypass spam filters is to ask the recipient to add your address to your 

contact list. Then emails are guaranteed to be delivered directly to the user.

11. Create a sense of urgency

The urgency and finality of the offer will encourage the user to act right away, without 

procrastination. For example, you can promise gifts to the first 100 website visitors who sign up 

for your newsletter.

12. Pay attention to emotionality and fonts

The goal of your email is to motivate the reader to take the targeted action as quickly as 

possible. By using lots of exclamation points, emoji, and words in all caps, you are unwittingly 

distracting them from doing so. Simply put, you reduce the conversion rate of your newsletter.



Today it's trendy to use emoji. But if we refer to statistics we will see the following: newsletters 

with emoji in the subject of the email are opened more often, but they do not influence 

increase of clickability in any way.

13. Check the text for errors

Many marketers don't do this because of laziness or lack of time, and they make a big mistake.  

Typos, spelling mistakes, and logical inaccuracies can undermine your audience's trust in your 

brand. And while when communicating with a young (non-paying) audience, such errors can 

be "got away with," when communicating with the serious, paying part of your subscribers, it is 

unacceptable.



By the way, it is important to check not only the text, but also the correctness of the links in it. 

So, if they do not redirect the reader to the landing page or site, you immediately lose warmed 

up customers, ready to buy.

14. Reward subscribers for reading your newsletter

Reading your newsletter should benefit people. Regularly prepare emails for them with tips, 

helpful information, inspiring ideas, or any content that can lift their spirits and keep them 

interested in your future communications.

15. Short and concise sentences

We already mentioned that the email should be concise and succinct, revealing the essence of 

your message. Avoid complex word structures with ramified logic: sentences should be simple 

and clear. That way you can get a quick response from your customer. Otherwise, he/she will 

need more time to understand what you want from him/her.



This is critical because your first priority is not to sell your products and services, but to find an 

approach to the customer. Selling will be a natural extension of that communication.

16. Don't attach files

Today, any unknown file attached to an email is considered a viral threat. So asking your reader 

to download or open it is not a good idea.



The best variant is to insert the most important information from the attachment right into the 

text of the email. If that does not work either, carefully weigh the pros and cons: perhaps, it 

would be better to simply post the document in a section on the website and provide a link to 

it?



Here are a few more reasons why email attachments are not a good idea:

they consume a lot of traffic (you don't want your subscriber not to open the email because 

you don't want to overpay for mobile Internet, do you?)

they may not always display correctly on mobile devices

they may require certain programs to be installed (i.e. Microsoft Publisher or Apple's Pages)

may end up in spam/promos folder

17. Add your contacts

A Email signature is a perfect opportunity to brand every message you send. It establishes and 

reinforces who you are as a company. Brand Recognition.



Plus you can add useful information - promo banners, contacts.

An example of email 

signature

Contacts usually includes:

Full name

Position

Company name

Link to company website

Your contact information (at least a phone number and email address)

You can also add links to your personal or corporate pages in social media. To increase 

recognition, you can put your company logo in your signature.



You can use for creating a professional email. MySignature is an online email 

signature generator that helps create professional and visually compelling email signatures for 

Gmail, Outlook, Apple Mail, Thunderbird and Office 365 clients. No technical background 

needed.

 MySignature 

Email Signature Generator

How do you encourage readers to open 
your emails?

The problem is that users' emails are flooded with one-size-fits-all newsletters, and it's easy to 

get lost in them. And with Gmail Tabs, it's even harder to get your recipient's attention.



So how do you come up with an email subject line that will interest the user and get them to 

open your newsletter?



Your email subject line should work like a newspaper headline, i.e:

be noticeable (attract attention through wording and meaning);

arouse curiosity.

Here are some tips on how to come up with a striking subject line for your email:

Promise something of value. If a person knows of a benefit (exclusive information, a gift, a 

discount) that the newsletter will bring them, they are more likely to open it.

Use emotionally colored texts. They accentuate attention, making your email more noticeable.

Use numbers. Numbers stop a reader's attention, it's a proven and well-known fact.

Evoke a sense of curiosity. Don't be afraid to use unusual words, for example, the recipient of 

a corporate newsletter doesn't expect to see something "informal." If he/she sees it, he/she is 

sure to want to know what it's about.

Don't try to sound smart. No abstract or vague phrases. Use only simple and clear language.

Learn from the best. Subscribe to the newsletters of successful companies and analyze the 

topics of their letters. It's an effective (and free) way to learn from industry professionals!

Important point: When writing your emails, never be guided by "standards" and "rules" like the 

best number of characters in the subject line and the like! Each of your readers is unique, and 

it's a big mistake to think of them as an "average user".



The only two things that are unchangeable are your sincerity and the real benefit to the reader. 

People will read emails because they like you and the content you create even if the topics of 

the emails are far from perfect.

How do you sell with a newsletter?

Let's remember again: you don't create and send your newsletters for fun, communication, or 

popularity. Your main goal as a business owner is to sell your products and/or services.



But that begs the question: how do you do it?



Here are 9 tips for converting subscribers into buyers:



Don't start selling to a subscriber until he or she is ready for it. You must first become a friend 

and a useful source of information, and only then your chances of selling something will 

increase.



Focus on the benefits. Sell not the product, but the benefit it brings to the customer. 

Remember, the customer isn't buying a drill, but a hole in the wall :)



Show the value that subscribers lose by not making a purchase. Describe the most serious 

problem your product can solve and add a discount that applies today only. This will get people 

thinking: by not making a purchase, they will lose both the opportunity to make their lives 

easier and save money.



Down with the rigid limits. Your emails should be lively! Newsletters with strict rules turn out to 

be insincere and boring, you can see that with the naked eye.



Move towards your goal gradually. The result does not come right away. Day after day, share 

interesting stories and cases with your audience. Build strong relationships that will drive 

readers to buy your product.



Set a clear deadline. This way your audience won't be tempted to put off buying your product. 

For example, "Promotion is valid until DD.MM.YYYY".



Place multiple links (on the same page). This way you increase the chances of users clicking on 

the link.



Create a clear and concise call to action. Let readers know what you expect from them and 

remind them how your product will benefit them.



Use a postscript (P.S.). Remind readers of the end-of-offer deadline or re-emphasize what they'll 

lose by not purchasing.

P.S. in Canva email

Summary

Email newsletter allows you to effectively communicate with your subscribers and promote 

your products and services. However, the result comes far from being immediate.



If you learn how to create your emails correctly, the increase in conversions is guaranteed. But 

before you start creating content, make sure each of your emails has a clear purpose. End the 

message with a compelling call to action that encourages the reader to complete it.



So, we've got the text sorted out. It's time to move on to the next topic!

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
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Email Newsletter

Design Tips

Before we get into the issue of email design, we ask you to pay attention to 2 curious facts 

about email newsletters

 On average, it takes 51 seconds for a subscriber to look at an email. You have almost a minute 

to get him interested. That's a lot, so the odds are in your hands

 Up to 70% of subscribers skip the first paragraph of newsletter emails, starting to read from 

the first headline.



Use this information to choose where to place conversion elements, links, and especially 

important pieces of content.



Moving on to design tips now!

Email Design Tips

Mobile design rocks!

Pew Research Center data shows that smartphone owners outnumber desktop and laptop 

owners.



People are using mobile devices much more often. That means you need to think about the 

subscribers who will read your emails from smartphones and tablets. Luckily, today's newsletter 

design services offer plenty of templates optimized for mobile devices.

This is what an email from 

Substack looks like on a 

smartphone

But you should choose them wisely, too

 For your email to display correctly on a smartphone, choose templates with one column and 

larger fonts (we'll tell you later what size to use). Content placed this way is easy to read, it's 

immediately clear where the important information is located and what actions are required 

of you

 Avoid using multiple CTA buttons. They take up too much space

 Images should not be too small and easy to read from mobile screens.

Email width — 600px

If your readers have to scroll sideways to read your email, you can kiss them goodbye. Users 

prefer to glance through the text rather than read every word, which means they pay more 

attention to the text on the left side of the screen than on the right. If part of it is not viewable 

on the screen at all, no one will bother with endless swipes.



So the optimal sizes would be:

600px for the full-screen version;

320px for the mobile version; 

960-2000рх height.

HTML text/fonts

Unfortunately, you won't be able to use embeddable web fonts in email newsletters for the 

foreseeable future. So still use good old Arial, Verdana, Georgia and other tried and tested fonts.



To create visual contrast, use the following sizes:

22 pixels for headlines;

12-14 pixels for body text.

Balance text and pictures

There should be plenty of room for both text and pictures in your email. But you have to strike a 

balance: visuals without text will go to spam, and texts without visuals are boring to the reader. 

Keep the proportions: 20 percent images, 80 percent text.

No images

Most email clients will block images in the emails (unless the user checks the "display" box 

themselves). This means that by default subscribers do not see your images!



So put the most important content in the header and main text, but not the images. Or place 

the text on top of the image with the alt tag. This way the caption will be visible to the reader, 

even if the image is blocked.

Large and visible CTA buttons

Using a button in an email is 25-30% more effective than a link.



All newsletter elements are designed to push the user to a specific action. Any of them should 

be as effective as possible, and that includes the CTA button.

A noticeable button in an 

email from Netflix

It should be noticeable and instantly attract attention, but 2-3 words is the maximum for a 

button.



Don't forget about the size of the button: it should be big enough to be touched with finger on 

mobile screen.

Introduce yourself

Do you hardly treat emails from strangers with confidence? Neither do your subscribers. They 

need to know right away who the newsletter is from. To do this, put your logo at the top of the 

email and make sure it's clearly visible. It's ideal to have all your newsletter emails in your brand 

identity.

Images on the left, text on the right

According to research, readers pay first attention not to the text itself, but to the image above it.


Position the image on the left so that it catches the eye right away, because the eye goes from 

left to right across the page. That way, readers will see your visual first, and then focus on the 

headline and main text.

The F-pattern

It was discovered by usability expert Jakob Nielsen. He analyzed the eye movements of 1.5 

million Internet users and came to an incredible conclusion: they do not read text! At least not 

all of it, because users skip content they do not consider unimportant.

An eye-tracking heatmap: 

where people look on the 

page

Words and images on the left side of the screen attract more attention than content on the 

right. As a result, eye movement draws a pattern resembling the letter "F".

F-pattern

Inverted pyramid

The newsletter consists of many different elements: headers, images, buttons. How do you 

place them in an optimal way to make them want to click on the link?


One good option is the inverted pyramid.

The inverted pyramid in 

email examples

By positioning your content this way, you gradually bring the subscriber's eye to the CTA button. 

At the end of the email, the user sees this button and goes to a page where they can learn more 

about your offer when they click on it. Your brand awareness grows, traffic to your site and sales 

increase.

Blank space

What's its value? It's simple. It helps the reader browse and break down information into easily 

digestible pieces.



Apple is known for its masterful use of empty space. The brand has set a standard in design that 

many companies aspire to.



"Less is more" is the motto of minimalist design. Don't clutter your email with text and visuals. 

Don't be afraid to leave blank space and use it to accentuate certain portions of your content.

Set the mood with color

Color affects the mood of a person, so you have to choose it very carefully. The shade should be 

well perceived, it should not be too dull. The color of the cap and footer can borrow from the 

corporate colors of your company.



Again, back to the CTA button, it should be bright and attract attention. Don't forget about 

balance: too loud and too eye-catching shades are also undesirable.

Optimize the size of images

Compressing images to minimize read-through traffic is a good solution which can help you 

reach subscribers, even those with bad Internet connection. The main thing is not to over 

optimize, otherwise you'll severely degrade the quality of your images and this can be avoided 

with a few simple services like optimizilla.com or loveimg.com

Do not use background images

Use only single-color backgrounds, do not overlay font on gradients, photos and patterns. Email 

services block background images, so all your efforts will be in vain.

The magic of animation

Is a newsletter all about constraints? Fortunately, no: you can use original and interesting tools 

to design your emails. For example, GIF-animation.



But it also has two disadvantages

 Creating a GIF file is a painstaking job that requires time

 Even the simplest animation can be large.



Nevertheless, a GIF attracts attention and gives you the opportunity to show some site 

functionality or useful action right in the email.

Do not forget the "View in browser" link

Are email clients blocking your content and preventing the user from reading the newsletter 

properly? Your readers should be able to view the email in a browser! To do this, prepare an 

appropriate version of the email.

Open the email in a 

browser

Links must work

Do your links work on a mobile device and a desktop computer? Does the link lead to the right 

page? Does it have a UTM tag? Is it clear to the reader that it is a clickable link? Does the color of 

the link change across browsers?



Also, pay attention to the dates in your newsletter. Gmail and Apple have often sinned by 

automatically turning dates into blue clickable links. You can use CSS to turn them back into 

plain text.



Also count the number of links: the more links, the more chances that your email will get into 

the promos list (in case of Gmail) or in the spam folder.



… and don't link to suspicious domains



Put links to sites you trust and articles that are not blacklisted by mail systems.


You can use services like MxToolbox, SPAMHOUSE, AntiSpamSniper for that.

Be careful with JavaScript!

Using JavaScript, ActiveX, external CSS styles is not the right way to create newsletters, as they 

might be perceived by email clients as potentially dangerous.

Videos

When posting a video in a newsletter, a person expects to see it when viewing the email. But 

many email clients (Gmail, Outlook, Thunderbird and others) do not allow this.



On the other hand, more than a half of email clients support HTML5, so it's not a problem to 

insert a video into an email. Moreover, many newsletter services allow you to add a still image 

with the "Start" button. When this button is clicked, the user is redirected to view the video 

from the cloud. Another option is to replace video with GIF animation.



You can also increase the number of clicks by placing a thumbnail of the video with the "Start" 

button or a teaser of the video in GIF format.

Footer

Footer, or the bottom part of the website, can also effectively convey information to users. What 

can be placed in this box?

Legal information


Be sure to include your company's legal address and a link to unsubscribe from emails. You 

can also add a link to your terms of use, privacy policy, or other important information your 

subscribers might need.

Links to social media accounts


It won't get a lot of response. But users should know that the company is present in social 

networks, there they can get the information that is not included in the newsletter.

The footer of the InVision 

email

Note that your accounts should be active and alive. Don't mention pages that haven't had new 

posts, discussions, or subscriber reactions in a while. Design your social media icons to match 

your corporate identity.

Application


If you have an app, be sure to add a link to it in your email.

Referral link


If you have an affiliate program, place a referral link in your email. That way the subscriber 

will have an incentive to bring in new customers for you. Referral links work well with 

transactional emails, because the recipient should certainly open such an email to be sure 

that everything is alright with his/her payment or operation on his/her account.

Support


Your users should know where to go for questions, feedback, criticism, or suggestions about 

your work. Add contacts where they can do this (in the "Contacts" or "Technical Support" 

section). Feedback is essential for effective email marketing.

Summary

Any email in a newsletter includes many elements, and each of them should be as converting 

as possible. The design in email marketing is designed to solve this problem.



Pay maximum attention to all of the above details in the design of your message. Be especially 

careful to check that your emails are displayed correctly on mobile devices: a mistake may 

instantly deprive you of the lion's share of potential customers, and they simply will not put up 

with an awkward layout.



Now let's talk about email services (our next topic).

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
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Email Newsletter Services

What to Choose

Automate the sending of messages, increase their number by times, track detailed statistics, 

and analyze the effectiveness and quality of emails. All of this can be done with the help of 

email newsletter services.



Their choice is enormous. At the moment there are more than 30 paid and free platforms. 

Finding the one that's right for you is not that difficult. In terms of features and prices, they are 

all similar: there is a free trial period, a selection of templates, as well as the ability to 

automatically send an email at a set time. But we do not recommend choosing a platform 

based on the "everyone likes it" principle. And now you'll see why.

Characteristics of an Optimal Newsletter 
Service

Let's start with a few basic characteristics you should pay attention to when making your 

choice:

Focus on your needs

Do the math:

The number of accounts in the base. Simply put how many subscribers you will have every 

month for a year (you can look it up in your analytics system). If you don't have that 

information, it's a ballpark figure.

Number of emails. Approximately how many emails should be sent to each subscriber in a 

year (promotional, transactional, and others)?

Forecast the number of accounts and emails during the year. You can use the traffic figures 

on your website to do this, and the number of subscribers will change by about the same 

amount.

With these numbers you'll be able to calculate not only the profitability of the newsletter, but 

also choose the right plan and service. Pay special attention, the forecast of the base growth will 

help to estimate the cost of newsletter in the future. This is important, since many platforms set 

low prices for small bases, but after crossing a certain bar the cost increases manifold.



The profitability of newsletter deserves a separate discussion and will be discussed in the next 

chapter.

Industry

Some platforms have a certain specialization. For example, Mailchimp is perfect for 

informational newsletters, and eSputnik is for online commerce. Choose the service that best 

meets the specifics of your business.

Drag and drop editor

Do email marketing, not code writing! A template editor is a must for creating effective 

newsletters quickly.



For example, offers more than 1250 responsive email templates, carefully crafted by 

professionals for your inspiration. You can also use them as a base for your future email.

 Stripo 

Stripo

Different types of newsletters

The service should support different types of newsletters, including the usual newsletters, A/B 

tests and auto-replies.

Subscription forms

Experimenting with subscription forms to grow your collected email database should be a 

constant endeavor. This means that its editor is the most important function of the service.

Support

A service should offer its customers a detailed knowledge base, as well as technical support via 

email, live chat, and phone. Unfortunately, not all platforms feel the same way.



Save yourself the time of searching. Here are, in our opinion, the best platforms at the moment.

Top Best Email Newsletter Services

SendInBlue

A young but very effective service that offers a free plan (although with limited functionality). It 

was originally designed to send transactional emails, but now also allows you to send emails 

and SMS messages.

SendInBlue service

The program is very easy to use, and the amount of paid rates depends not on the number of 

contacts, but on the number of emails sent. The service also includes a number of standard 

features: newsletter management, reports, optimization, etc. SendInBlue easily integrates with 

many popular services and platforms. You get access to advanced features when you buy one of 

the paid plans.



Who can I recommend this service to?


Since SendInBlue is only priced based on the number of emails sent, this service is perfect for 

companies that organize a large number of newsletters.



Free plan:

Up to 300 emails per day

Up to 9000 emails per month

Unlimited number of contacts

Paid plans:


Prices start from 25 USD.



Please note that the service does not offer a money-back guarantee. You can start using a free 

plan, and then decide if you need to buy more features. In addition to monthly plans, you can 

buy any number of credits and pay for messages sent by them.

See pricing page



MailChimp

Another very popular service, optimal for bloggers and small businesses because it offers a free 

plan with attractive terms. MailChimp is one of the leading newsletter platforms: it sends more 

than 1 billion emails every day.



MailChimp is the "iPhone" of email newsletter services :)

MailChimp service

The service is constantly expanding and improving its feature set. Integration with social 

networks is available, and there is an impressive selection of email templates that can be easily 

personalized.



You'll also find more serious tools, such as contact segmentation, auto-replies, integration with 

other services and applications, sending newsletters based on the time zone, A/B testing and 

much more. Technical support is ready to help you via email or online chat. Moreover, a lot of 

educational resources are available to users.



Who is this service recommended to?


MailChimp is popular among those users who don't want to spend money on organizing 

newsletter at all. Many people use this service for free. In addition to the price advantage, it is 

also an easy to use, intuitive email marketing service with good functionality.



Free plan:


Allows you to send up to 2500 emails a month with a base of 500 subscriber.


Need more? Buy the "Grow" or "Pro" plan.



Paid plan:


"Essentials" plan: prices start at $13 per month.



To calculate the monthly cost of paid plans, use the calculator at the bottom of the pricing 

page.

See pricing page



ActiveCampaign

ActiveCampaign is a universal marketing platform and its goal is to intensify email marketing 

(less emails but more efficiency).



If you want to create "advanced" scripts for automatic sending of emails, you will not find a 

better tool. With ActiveCampaign, you can create automatic responses based on "if, then" logic 

based on subscribers' behavior. You can:

ActiveCampaign service

Segment subscribers based on their actions, behavior, location, and other data

Send SMS messages to your subscribers

Integrate SMS

Score leads and contacts (to know which users need the most attention)

Active Campaign offers a huge range of tools, and mastering them all is not an easy task. 

Luckily, the service offers detailed instructions and technical support is available via email or 

online chat to help.



Thanks to the smart template editor, creating newsletters in Active Campaign is easy. You can 

also create mobile-optimized subscription forms and put them on your website!



Who is this service recommended to?


Recommended if you need sophisticated automation tools as well as "advanced" CRM solutions.



Free plan:


A 14-day free period that allows you to send up to 100 emails to 100 subscribers.



Paid plan:


"Lite" plan: up to 500 subscribers, $9 per month.



See pricing page

Constant Contact

Constant Contact is, without exaggeration, one of the best newsletter services for small 

businesses. The main advantages: ease of use, a 60-day test period and numerous 

customization and integration options.



Founded in 1995, the service has grown to become one of the largest email marketing platforms 

in the world. By expanding its line of tools and services, it always stays on the leading positions.

Constant Contact service

Constant Contact, for example, offers an event management tool. Also worth noting is an 

innovative tool that allows you to create coupons that can be shared on social networks. And, of 

course, the service integrates with hundreds of popular apps and services.



But that's not all. Constant Contact is a huge collection of templates for different industries, as 

well as a dashboard with the most important performance mertics of your newsletters.



The platform offers hundreds of useful instructions and services for those who are just 

beginning to understand email marketing. Questions from users are answered via email, live 

chat and even phone.



Now let's talk about the drawbacks. Or rather, to one, but very significant. The thing is that 

Constant Contact doesn't automate newsletters. This is, of course, very strange, although buyers 

of the paid tariff should have access to such necessary features.



Who is this service recommended to?


If you want a service whose features go beyond just email marketing, you can choose Constant 

Contact.



Free plan:


For 100 contacts for 60 days.



Paid plan:


Prices start from 20 USD.



If you pay for 6 months of any plan at once, you get a 10% discount; if you pay for 12 months, the 

discount goes up to 15%.

See pricing page



SendPulse

SendPulse is a relatively young email marketing service provider. The service was founded in 

2015 and has managed to receive a lot of rave reviews from users.

SendPulse service

SendPulse has a free plan that allows you to send a considerable number of emails, but it has 

some drawbacks. For example, it is slow and has a limited selection of templates. On the other 

hand, the disadvantages are compensated by the possibility to send SMS messages and push 

notifications to different devices.



Who is this service recommended to?


Medium to large companies that need a multi-channel email marketing platform.



Free plan:


Designed for 2,500 subscribers and 15,000 emails per month.



Paid plan:


Prices start at $7 per month. There's also a pay-as-you-go system: you can buy 10,000 emails in 

one time for $32 (the price of 1 email is $0.0032).



See price page

SendGrid

SendGrid is a professional email marketing provider that specializes in transactional emails.

SendGrid service

Among the undeniable advantages are excellent analytical tools, 24/7 tech support, integration 

with other services through an intuitive API interface, and high delivery rates of emails. Overall, 

SendGrid offers a good set of important tools.



Who is this service recommended to?


Medium to large companies for sending large volumes of emails.


Can be useful for small, spot marketing emails.



Free plan:


Free trial period.



Paid plan:


Price for 50,000 emails per month is $14.95 USD.


Marketing and trigger emails are extra chargeable



See pricing page

Other newsletter services:

Drip is the best tool for automatic newsletters;

ConvertKit is leading newsletter service for webmasters;

AWeber is the most popular email marketing company;

MailerLite is the most budget-friendly service for mass newsletters;

Keap is the best newsletter service and CRM system for sales and customer service.

Summary

The variety of services that offer all the necessary functionality for effective email marketing 

allows you to choose the best one for any business with any specifics of work. At the same time, 

most platforms are similar in their capabilities, so when choosing, be sure to consider the 

budget and marketing needs of your business now and in the future.



The next topic in our course is about tips on how to pass spam filter.
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How to Pass Spam Filter 
Tips + Checklist

Spam traps, word-triggers and anti-spam algorithms are the headache of any email marketer. 

Their job has become a walking on a tightrope: make one wrong move and you're on the "black 

list". In order not to get there, you have to follow at least a dozen rules!



A harsh — and totally justified — war was declared on "trash" emails. But the problem is that 

often it is not spammers who suffer from this, but honest marketers who simply lack 

experience, knowledge, and luck.

Return Path that only 79% of emails from bona fide companies go straight 

into subscribers' mailboxes. Where do the rest go?

 reports 

They simply don't reach the recipient, because a bad reputation of the sender automatically 

means a low delivery rate.



What to do to avoid problems? Start with the basics. Your newsletters will only get delivered if 

you first understand what spam traps and spam filters are.

What are Spam Traps and Spam Filters?

Spam traps are the "first line" of defense against spammers that Internet service providers use. 

These are email addresses specifically designed to identify and track those who send unwanted 

emails.



Sending an email to such an address automatically blacklists you.



Your IP address and domain are blocked and your deliverability rate drops dramatically. It will 

take a long time — up to a year — to restore your reputation as a bona fide sender. If your 

business is closely related to email marketing, such sanctions can be fatal.



Converted spam traps. Inactive email addresses that an ISP specifically buys up to "hunt" 

spammers. The consequences will be less serious: the first time you send a letter to an unused 

address, you'll just get a notification that you've sent it. But if you send an email to the same 

address again, the ISP will classify this as hitting a spam trap (see above).



Spam filters are the "second line" of defense. They are algorithms that filter out unwanted mass 

emails, keeping them out of your inbox. They analyze every detail of your emails, protecting 

subscribers from irrelevant and low-quality content.



So, now we know what to be wary of. All that's left to figure out is how to avoid danger and pass 

it!

How to Set Up Your Email List to Pass Spam?

Ask for consent twice

Make sure your subscribers really want to receive your content.


You can do this with double opt-in.

Stage 1 – user fills out the opt-in form.

Stage 2 – you send an email to the user asking him to confirm his desire to receive your 

newsletter.

Subscription confirmation

So you ensure only people who really want to receive your emails are in your database. And 

that's a big benefit for your domain's reputation in the newsletter!

Use a recognizable sender name

Send newsletters from an email address that includes your name and your brand name. That 

way recipients can easily recognize you.



Each of your subscribers receives dozens of emails every day. Some of them he opens, and 

some of them he doesn't. Practice shows that people are more likely to open emails with the 

sender's name in the "From" section. Impersonal emails are often ignored.



Convince and Convert testifies that 43% of recipients will send an email to spam if the "From" 

section contains no information or is not trustworthy. Ideally your email address should look like 

this: "firstnamelastname@domain”.

Information from whom 

the email is from

The "From" section is important not only for the recipients of the newsletters, but also for most 

large-scale Internet providers who use antispam technologies that collect information about 

the source of your messages (your IP address and domain).

Choose a trusted newsletter service

The good reputation of email marketing platforms is built on the good reputation of their 

customers.



If customers send valuable and relevant content, and their IP addresses are considered 

trustworthy, the rating of the service itself goes up. Stay away from dubious email services, 

because reputable services (such as Gmail, Yahoo! Mail and Hotmail) usually block their IP 

addresses.



We've already told you which newsletter service to choose before.

Test email templates before launching the campaign

Advice by Tudor Marciu - Product Manager, 

Testing the template and all its variables in staging is an industry-standard practice.



Why?


It helps determine different mailbox providers' support for the emails’ HTML/CSS, and how the 

emails perform on different devices. Critically, testing gives you the option to tweak the code on 

the fly and have a better chance of landing directly into recipients' inboxes.

Railsware 


Also, aim for a SpamAssassin score lower than 5, and pay close attention to whether your 

sending IP appears in any of the blacklists, particularly if you’re using a shared IP.

Also, you can check your emails for "spaminess level" by using If the value exceeds 

the allowable limit, you will have to work on the quality of your content. Otherwise, the delivery 

rate of your emails will drop drastically!

Mail Tester. 

Results of spam checking 

via Mail Tester

Clean your email list regularly

A sure-fire way to avoid spam traps and pass spam filters is to keep your email list "clean". How? 

Here are a few tips:

Never buy a email list! First, it's a clear violation of the law. By buying a ready-made 

subscriber base you are violating your ISP's terms of use. Furthermore, according to the CAN-

SPAM Act, the sale and transfer of email addresses is illegal. It violates the privacy of the 

people in that database because they have not consented to receive your emails.

Second, such a database has a high proportion of "empty" (unused or fake) emails,


and as the Convince and Convert study shows, if such emails in the database


exceed 10%, the deliverability rate is only 44%.

Minimize the number of hard returns. If you're constantly sending emails to inactive 

addresses, the ISP will see it as passing to a spam trap. It's a sure step toward a bad 

reputation that will bring down your email deliverability rate. To avoid penalties, pay 

attention to return email notifications: that way you can remove inactive addresses from 

your database in a timely manner.

Pay attention to inactive subscribers. If you see that some of your subscribers aren't opening 

or reading your emails, and aren't clicking on your links, take action immediately. Inactive 

subscribers ruin your domain's reputation and therefore affect your deliverability rate. There 

are two courses of action: try to get their interest back, or remove them from your newsletter.

The services to check (validate) your contacts are kickbox.com, briteverify.com, proofy.io.

Ask your subscribers to add you to contact list

As they say, the best way to enter a house is through the door. And if so, why not ask your 

subscribers to add you to your contact list?



This lets the user say to the provider: you are a trusted sender and they want to receive 

newsletters from you. Then there's no question of bypassing spam filters: everything is fine. 

And, most importantly, effective: you will definitely be read and take targeted actions. Don't 

hesitate to ask your readers to add you to their address book, especially right after they 

subscrib!

Mailchimp automatically 

removes emails that are not 

appropriate for the 

newsletter

Mailchimp automatically removes emails that are not appropriate for the newsletter

Create CAN-SPAM act compliant subject lines

Advice by Veljko Ristic - Content Marketing Manager, 

Truth be told, clickbaity subject lines can be hard to resist. But restrain yourself and double the 

efforts to make the subject lines relevant and personalized for each recipient.  



Aside from that, the “from” of an email should be immediately identifiable. And your emails 

need to include a physical business address and give recipients the option to unsubscribe. 



Convince and Convert says that 69% of recipients (and you, for that matter) mark an email as 

spam just by looking at the subject line.

Mailtrap



Don't use embeddable forms

Embeddable forms are a 100% guarantee that your email will be spammed. These forms are 

considered unsafe and are not supported by most email clients. Avoid them: better place a link 

to the page or a CTA button.

Do not add attachments

Attaching additional files to the message (e.g. Word and PDF files) will definitely not appeal to 

spam filters. In addition, attachments increase the size of your email, which means that they 

take longer to download.



If you want to share additional content with your subscribers, just place the file on your website 

and add a link or CTA button to the message.By clicking it, subscribers will be able to see your 

content.

Create your email in two formats: Plain Text and HTML

Each version (Plain Text with plain text and HTML with design) focuses on the preferences of 

different groups of your audience. Some users prefer to read the newsletter as a plain 

document, while others prefer it as an HTML version. Moreover, such foresight will raise your 

status in the eyes of your ISP.



When working with HTML be especially careful, because if there are any broken or incomplete 

tags in your email, spam filters will be triggered. As a result your email might not reach the 

recipient!

Carefully draft the emails’ body text”

Advice by Zakhar Yung - Content Manager, 

Make sure your emails are readable and free from grammatical errors and spammy keywords. If 

you’re adding images, balance them carefully with plain text. The ratio should be 60/40 in favor 

of the text. 



Finally, consider using links to downloadable attachments and media content instead of adding 

them directly to an email.

Coupler 



Offer your audience an easy way to unsubscribe

Your subscribers have the right to unsubscribe from reading your newsletters quickly and easily. 

This is a good rule of thumb that all self-respecting senders follow.



Every email you send should contain a button or link for the user to unsubscribe. This way you 

increase your reputation not only among your subscribers, but also in the eyes of your ISP.

Netflix unsubscribe link

Set up DMARC, DKIM, and SPF

Now let's talk a little bit about the technical details.


Let's start with how to set up a basic DMARC configuration on your domain.



Basically, when configuring DMARC you

 change the DNS records at your domain registra

 set the rules for the mail services to send your subscribed messages



What is SPF, DKIM, and DMARC?


Despite numerous anti-spam tools, every one of us still receives junk mail. But there is hope 

that this will soon change thanks to three relatively new technologies: SPF, DKIM and DMARC.



Let's take a look at each of them:

SPF (Sender Policy Framework) is a DNS record which contains a list of servers that are 

allowed to send emails on behalf of a given domain. In other words, it is an open standard 

protocol that protects against sender address spoofing.

Since SPF is a DNS record, only the owners or administrators of a domain can add or change 

this list of servers.

How SPF works

Important: the primary purpose of SPF is not to prevent spam. It is a protocol which monitors 

and prevents attempts to spoof the address from which the original email was sent.



SPF allows you to specify a list of authorized senders on behalf of your domain, and prevents 

unauthorized senders from sending thousands (or even millions) of illegal emails from your 

domain.



The sender's address is spoofed in:

Spam (mass commercial newsletters that the user didn't sign up for)

Scam (over 400 scams classified by now)

Malware distribution (adware, zero-day threats, viruses, and so on)

Phishing (targeted phishing)

The SPF protocol can help you protect your domain from these threats. That way you can be 

sure your newsletters are coming to your subscribers on your behalf.

DKIM (DomainKeys Identified Mail) technology is an authentication method which verifies 

that the content of messages is secure, i.e. that it has not been altered since it was sent from 

the original mail server. Two encryption keys, a private and a public key, are used for this 

purpose.

The website dkim.org says that "DKIM is a method of verifying the domain name from which a 

message is sent, using cryptographic authentication". In other words, the task of DKIM is to 

verify that the message was actually sent from the claimed domain. That's what keys are used 

for.

How DKIM works by 

Spotlightstudios

The domain owner adds a DNS record with a public DKIM key, which allows recipients to verify 

that the DKIM signature is valid. On the sender side, the server encrypts the messages with the 

corresponding private key.



Have you ever seen the lock icon in Gmail? This is proof that DKIM and DMARC technologies 

(which we'll talk about later) work.



For example, you receive a message from Google. If the "mailed-by" and "signed-by" fields say 

"google.com", it means that both SPF and DKIM checks were successful. Although DKIM and 

DMARC technologies are not yet mandatory, they promise to become indispensable online 

security tools in the near future.



DKIM generates public and private key pairs to authenticate mail servers and messages. Each 

sending SMTP server must have a specific private key and a prefix that matches the public DNS 

record. A match of these keys is verified by the receiving mail server.

DMARC (Domain Message Autentification, Reporting and Conformance). Contains explicit 

rules according to which SPF and DKIM tools must be used. You can also specify the address 

to which you will receive reports with statistics on messages sent on behalf of this domain.

DMARC allows the sender of a email to indicate that the email is SPF and/or DKIM protected. If a 

email fails the SPF or DKIM check, DMARC rules allow the recipient to reject the message or 

send it to the spam folder.

How DMARC works by 

Getvero

DMARC also sends a report to the sender with emails that passed and/or failed the DMARC 

check.

How do DMARC, DKIM, and SPF work?

As you have already understood, all of these tools are based on a DNS record.


Let's explain how the already configured tools work:



SPF

the receiving mail server receives the HELO message and the sender address

the receiving mail server makes a TXT DNS query for domain SPF record

SPF record data is used to verify the sender's server 

if the verification fails, the sender's server is refused

DKIM

when sending an outgoing message, the last server in the domain infrastructure checks in 

its internal settings whether the domain specified in the "From:" header is contained in its 

"signature table". If not, the process stops at this point

the message content is encrypted with the private key and a new "DKIM-Signature" header 

is added to the message

now the main message content can't be changed, otherwise the DKIM-header will be 

different

having received the message, the receiving server makes a TXT DNS request to provide the 

key that was used in the "DKIM-Signature" field

after checking the DKIM header, a decision is made whether the message is authentic or 

fake

DMARC

upon receiving the message the receiving mail server verifies whether the domain for which 

the SPF and/or DKIM check was performed has a DMARC policy

if the SPF and/or DKIM verification was completed successfully and in accordance with 

DMARC policy, the verification is considered successful. Otherwise, the check is considered 

failed

if, according to DMARC policy, the verification is not passed, other actions are taken

Unfortunately, even if you've adopted all of these tools, you won't be 100% foolproof. The fact is 

that not all servers use the SPF, DKIM and DMARC technologies.



Moreover the SPF, DKIM and DMARC technologies have their limitations:

if you only use DKIM, it does not give you a guarantee that the sending server has the right 

to send outgoing messages on behalf of that domain

the SPF tool is powerless against messages which have been spoofed in a shared hosting 

service because they will have the same IP address

DMARC technology is still in its infancy and unfortunately is not as widely used as we would 

like it to be

If you decide to configure DMARC policy and toggle it from the "None" to other options, you 

need to configure SPF and DKIM first. Otherwise, DMARC can (and will) block your messages. 

Make all settings carefully, otherwise your messages will be classified as suspicious, that is, they 

won't reach your subscribers.

How to configure the SPF, DKIM, and 
DMARC?

How to configure the SPF?

The SPF is one of the easiest elements of DMARC to set up and configure. SPF contains 

information about which mail servers can send messages from a given domain name.



To configure the SPF you need to change just one line at your domain registrar

 Log in to your domain registrar and click on the "Configure DNS Settings" option

 Find and click on the "Add new record" option and select the "TXT" recor

 In the field for the domain name, enter either @ or your domain nam

 Now you need to enter the "Value" that specifies the SPF options. There are many options 

that determine which mail providers can send messages on behalf of the domain and how 

strictly the SPF policy must be followed.



Example SPF record:



To illustrate the example, we purposely created a test domain, DMARC.site. For it, a basic SPF 

setting might look like this:


«v=spf1 dmarc.site ~all»



According to this policy, only the mail server hosted on the dmarc.site can send mails on behalf 

of the domain. The ~all element is the default SPF DNS record termination. It means that the 

policy does not imply exceptions, i.e. no other servers can send messages on behalf of this 

domain.



In the original SPF configuration it is better to use the tilde ~ rather than "-" (e.g. : -all instead of 

~all) because the tilde means "Soft Fail". That is the tilde (~) allows you to send even those 

messages that do not comply with the policy. However, such messages will not be considered 

as violating the policy. To set a stricter policy (after the first test) the '"-" sign is used. In this case, 

if a message does not comply with the policy, it is considered a 'Hard Fail'.



Many companies and organizations have dedicated mail servers (such as Google or Office 365). 

How do I specify in the SPF record authorized mail servers that are not hosted by the domain? 

The 'include:' element is used for this.



For example, we want to allow Google mail servers to send messages on behalf of our domain. 



In this case the SPF record will look like this:


«v=spf1 include:_spf.google.com ~all»


There are many other SPF configurations. For example, another common option is to allow 

sending messages only from mail servers already specified in the MX record for the domain. 



Here's an example:


«v=spf1 mx mx:DMARC.site ~all»


So, we entered and saved the DNS TXT record for the SPF. Now let's move on to the next 

DMARC entry.

How to configure the DKIM?

Setting up DKIM is a bit more complicated than SPF. Here you not only need to make a DNS 

record, but also make changes on the sending mail servers.



A DKIM record consists of two elements

 The DNS record that contains the public encryption key. This key allows you to verify that the 

sender has permission to send messages on behalf of this domain

 The private key, which is used to sign outgoing messages.


Adding a DKIM record to a domain's DNS is as easy as adding a SPF record

 Log in to your domain registrar and click on the "Configure DNS Settings" option

 Find and click on the "Add new record" option and select the "TXT" recor

 DKIM requires 'selector' as the hostname, which is essentially a prefix (Example: 

dmarc._domainkey.dmarc.site

 Instead of entering a policy (as we did in the SPF record), you need to specify the public 

encryption key here.



There are many ways to generate a public key for DKIM record. On Linux operating systems you 

will usually use the ssh-keygen tool, and on Windows systems you will use PuTTYgen for this.



There are also a number of online tools that generate public/private key pairs at your disposal. 

One of the easiest tools of this kind is DKIM Core Tools.



Adding a DNS record is just the first step in setting up DKIM. The second step is to configure 

the DKIM signature on the mail server. For many mail systems, this is quite a complicated 

process. The exception is Google's Gsuite, which offers its users simple instructions on how to 

add a DKIM signature.



As for Microsoft Office 365 users, they can take advantage of Microsoft's detailed guide on 

setting up a DKIM signature.



Moreover, there are many special tools to help you create a DKIM signature in different ways. 

How to set up a DMARC signature?

Now it's time to get to the DMARC policy. Basically, you can create a DMARC policy in the DNS 

record before configuring the SPF and DKIM, but it will not work unless you change it.



DMARC policy defines how mail servers should handle SPF and DKIM records. Moreover, 

DMARC policy is also used as a reporting tool that tells domain administrators useful 

information (e.g., that messages are not reaching their recipients, or that a particular domain is 

under spoofing attack).



As with the SPF, the DMARC is a one-line record that is entered into the domain's DNS

 Log in to your domain registrar and click on the "Configure DNS Settings" option

 Locate and click on the "Add New Record" option and select the "TXT" record



Here is an example DMARC record for the DMARC test domain:


v=DMARC1; p=quarantine; rua=mailto:reports@dmarc.site; ruf=mailto:reports@dmarc.site; 

adkim=r; aspf=r; rf=afrf



The "p" option has three options: none, quarantine, and reject. This option tells how to handle a 

message which violates the policy.



The adkim and aspf options specify how strictly the DKIM and SPF policies should be applied ('s' 

stands for 'strict mode' and 'r' for relaxed mode').



RUA is the address to send aggregated reports and RUF is the address to send expert analysis.

Testing and next steps

By following the instructions in this guide, you will be able to set up a basic DMARC 

configuration for a particular domain. But just setting up and testing DMARC is only half the 

battle.



You must also test the configurations for SPF, DKIM, and DMARC. This way you can make sure 

that they all work properly and do not block messages from trusted senders. We recommend 

selecting the "soft mode" and "quarantine" options first.



DMARC's reporting and peer review system allows an organization to monitor its email 

domains. Sure, you can view each DMARC report individually, but for a large company, this is 

clearly not an option.



In the next part of the DMARC guide, we'll look at various tools that help companies set up 

DMARC policies and work with reports.

Summary

We've listed quite a few aspects that will help your emails pass spam filters and provided step-

by-step instructions for setting up SPF, DKIM and DMARC.



Do you need to use all these tools?


Well, of course you do.



These requirements to emails are the basic basis on which the work of an email marketer 

should be based. As for the technologies, we are still at the initial stage of using them. But in the 

future they will be used everywhere.

How to pass spam filter (Checklist)

General

 Stop words in bod

 Stop words in subject lin

 Text to image rati

 Images are missing alt tex

 A similar email was marked as spam by user

 Links in the emai

 Short URL link in the email



Anti-spam tools

 No unsubscribe link in the footer of emai

 No physical address in the footer of emai

 No unsubscribe link in heade

 Missing sender name ('From Name'

 No subject lin

 No email bod

 Missing Plain Text versio

 Different HTML and Plain Text version

 Broken HTML


10. Email size > 100KB


11. Unsafe OR binary attachment


12. Image-only email


13. Design with poor usability


14. Unsupported HTML tags and CSS attributes


15. Using JavaScript in HTML email


16. Using an iframe tag17. Using flash18. Using HTML forms19. Using rich media advertising 

content20. Spelling and grammatical mistakes



Incorrectly designed email

 Fonts and color

 Plenty of !!!!! and $$$$$$ symbols



Other

 Phishing phrase

 Invalid sender address



Domain reputation

 Purchased email lis

 Users marking emails as spa

 Returned email

 Gmail users blocking your email

 Too many unused addresses on your lis

 Catch-all addresses on your lis

 Using a free address as your sender addres

 No real and working websit

 Inconsistent volume of emails sent



Authentication of emails

 No SPF record

 No DKIM record

 DMARC policy is not set correctly or does not exis

 Blacklisted domai

 Age of domai

 Sending large amount of emails within a very short period of time from new domai

 Frequent domain changes in sender address



Recipient interaction with emails

 You do not clean your email lis

 You do not use a double opt-i

 Your subscribers delete your messages (without reading them

 You don't ask your subscribers to add your address to their contact lis

 You do not segment your email list (you send every email to all subscribers

 You do not take into account the time factor when you send emails (time zone + optimal 

time when users are most likely to open the email

 Level 2 email list interaction rate



Use of a mailbox

 No real mailbox for your domai

 No mailbox for "from email" or "reply-to" addres

 Very infrequent use of a mailbox



Other factors

 Different domains in "from email" and "reply-to" addresse

 IP address is changed too ofte

 Your domain is used for phishing



Reputation of IP address/infrastructure

 IP has not yet acquired good reputatio

 IP server is not properly configure

 IP is blackliste

 No TLS authenticatio

 Inconsistent volume of messages sent over I

 IP does not have Return Path certificatio

 IP is used for phishing attack

 Purchased email lis

 Users mark emails routed through this IP as spam


10. Emails passing through this IP return


11. Emails passing through this IP contain spam traps


12. Emails are sent to users who have not subscribed to the newsletter


13. Sending a large number of messages in a very short period of time from a new domain


14. No mailbox for domains that send messages through this IP


15. No mailbox for the "from email" or "reply-to" address used when sending messages over the 

IP



Our last topic will be about metrics that are used to analyze the effectiveness of email 

newsletters.

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://returnpath.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/2016-Deliverability-Benchmark.pdf
https://railsware.com/
https://www.mail-tester.com/
https://mailtrap.io/
https://www.coupler.io/
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17 Important Email 
Marketing Metrics: 
Formulas + Online 
Calculator

Peter Drucker, the founder of modern management, once said: "What is immeasurable cannot 

be improved".



It's a simple, ingenious and 100% true for email marketing. To stop taking chances and losing 

conversions, all you need to do is learn how to calculate, track and analyze the metrics that are 

important to your industry.

Key Email Marketing Metrics

When compared to other customer communication channels, email has one definite 

advantage: all of its metrics can be easily tracked and measured (unlike, for example, SEO).



And this is great, because you get access to the most detailed statistics. How many users 

opened your newsletter, how many users clicked on the link in the email, which newsletters 

generate the highest conversions. All this you can find out. And to draw appropriate 

conclusions.



The main metrics email marketers need can be divided into two categories:

Email performance metrics

Describe the user's interaction with the message. Automatically tracked by the mailing service 

and included in an easy-to-understand report. This category includes:

open rate

clickthrough rate

unsubscribe rate

bounce rate

Non-email performance metrics

These metrics measure performance on external platforms (e.g., an online store, website, or 

blog) where the user clicks on the link in the email. Measured by external analytics services (e.g., 

Google Analytics). Among them:

volume of traffic attracted

average purchase amount

conversion

Let's start with the first category: let's take a look at the top 10 email performance metrics that 

are important to track and analyze.

Key email marketing KPIs

Email metrics

Subscriber base growth

Base growth is an increase in traffic to your site or blog, an increase in the conversions you 

want. The metric is directly related to the effectiveness of your contact collection form, so you 

need to monitor it especially carefully. Most services have such a report.

Dynamics of the number of 

subscribers to the 

newsletter

Open rate

Informs what percentage of the mails sent were opened by the users. The system counts them 

with the help of a transparent image: when opening an e-mail the user clicks on it. If the user 

opens the mail several times, the system will register the same number of opens. 



Correspondingly, if there are no opens, they "don't count".



The subject line and the preview text have the strongest effect on the number of clicks. Pay 

maximum attention to these elements — they should arouse curiosity and a desire to open the 

email. You should also constantly run A/B tests.



The formula for calculating the open rate of emails:

(Number of open emails / number of delivered emails) * 100%

Clickthrough rate

The percentage of email recipients who clicked on one or more links contained in a given email.


How to calculate it:

(Total clicks / number of delivered emails) * 100%

A good clickthrough rate depends on the quality of the email content (images, text, and 

especially the CTA buttons) and how relevant it is to the interests of your audience.



How can you improve clickability? Run A/B tests by comparing:

Different email structure options

Images

Texts

Styles of the CTA buttons.

Keep the most successful variants and recycle the rest, "pulling up" their click rate values.

Unique opens and unique clicks

You must clearly distinguish between two metrics:



1. Total number of opens or clicks (including multiple clicks and opens by the same user).


2. The number of unique (different) users who have opened at least one email or clicked on at 

least one link. In this case we are talking about unique opens and unique clicks.

Opening and clickthrough 

rates in the Intercom 

service

The percentage of unique opens and clicks is more "clean" and accurate data. But it's not always 

worth getting hung up on. For example, there's a fairly high probability that your email may be 

opened, closed, and then opened again. In general, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

newsletter, you need to know the general metrics (see p.2 and 3).



How to calculate:

(Number of unique opens or clicks / Number of delivered emails) * 100%

Clicks to Opens Ratio (CTOR)

If you want to know how closely your users are interacting with your newsletter, CTOR is the 

most accurate metric. It shows the number of users who have closed the email as soon as it was 

opened, and the number who clicked on the link and went to the page they wanted to go to.



How to calculate CTOR:

(Number of unique clicks / Number of unique opens) * 100%

Bounce rate

The bounce rate is the percentage of emails that returned an error in response to emails sent to 

them.



Such errors can be:

Persistent (so-called "hard bounces"). These occur when an email is sent to a non-existent or 

invalid address, that is, when it cannot be received at all.

Temporary ("soft bounces"). They are related to a full user mailbox or temporary problems 

with the server. When the problem is solved, the email will reach the recipient.

The bounce rate should be monitored to make sure your newsletters reach subscribers. If the 

bounce rate is higher than average, it may indicate a problem with your email client or with the 

email.



Importantly, ISPs evaluate a sender's reputation based on the number of "hard" bounces. Clean 

up your mailing list regularly and remove non-existent addresses!



How to calculate:

(Total number of bounced emails / Number of emails sent) * 100%

Unsubscribe rate

You should not only monitor how many people subscribe to the newsletter, but also how many 

unsubscribe from it. Normal value is usually not more than 1.5%-2%, and the number of 

unsubscribes should always be less than the number of new subscribers.

Unsubscribing statistics in 

the email list service

If the unsubscribing rate increases in leaps and bounds, this is clearly a problem. Perhaps you 

need to optimize the frequency of the mailing or work on the content of the emails.


To understand what's wrong, run some A/B tests and fix the situation.



How to calculate:

(Number of unsubscribes / Number of delivered emails) * 100%

Warm reply rate

Vance Plunkett of B2B Data Guy believes this metric is the most important metric to track. "The 

rest are simply vanity metrics,” he argues. “Looking at your open rates of +40% might make you 

feel good, but they do nothing for your bottom line, and don’t directly bring in any revenue.”



For that reason, Plunkett thinks cold emails shouldn’t be sent until you can confidently say ‘yes’ 

to these questions

 Is my message resonating with this audience

 Am I getting the leads I want from this campaign?



“For most campaigns, we aim for a 5-6% warm reply rate on cold emails. With a targeted offer/

data-set, it’s an achievable goal that makes campaigns worthwhile to run,” Plunkett 

summarizes.



It's up to you, but I must say that his conclusions are not without merit.

Opens on device types

You need to know how many users open the newsletter on desktop computers, smartphones 

and tablets. This data is provided by the default newsletter service and allows you to develop 

consistent and effective strategies.



Know that most subscribers read your emails from a smartphone? Then optimize the design of 

your messages for mobile devices, put the most important information at the beginning of the 

email, etc.

Spam Rate

Anti-spam software (such as SpamAssassin) analyzes the mail and assigns a score to each 

element of the mailing that carries the signs of junk mail. If the sum of the points exceeds a 

certain limit (usually 5.0), the message is likely to be sent to spam. To avoid this, check your 

newsletters beforehand!



You can do this directly in the newsletter service. It checks each email before it is sent, pointing 

out items that can get a high score. Your task is to optimize them so that your letter does not 

exceed the allowable limit.



So, we have dealt with the main mail metrics — the non-email performance metrics are next. To 

calculate these metrics you need to combine data from your mailing service and data from 

third-party analytics systems (such as Google Analytics).

Non-email metrics

Conversion

Every newsletter has (or should have) a clear goal — an action you expect your subscribers to 

perform. For example:

buy a product

read a blog article

fill out a subscription form

request a price list

sign up for a webinar or other event

…or other targeted actions. The effectiveness of your newsletter in achieving these goals is 

called conversion and is measured by a specific percentage value.



In doing so, you should track not only overall conversion, but also conversion by different types 

of newsletters.



Conversion largely depends on how effective your calls to action are. That's why it's important to 

constantly test your CTA buttons and look for the best options.



The formula for calculating the conversion rate:

(Number of users who completed the desired action / Number of delivered emails)


* 100%

Return on investment (ROI)

ROI is a key metric that measures the cost effectiveness of email marketing. The ROI 

percentage shows how much money the mailing has brought you compared to the cost of the 

newsletter.



Calculating ROI is simple: subtract the cost of the mailing (service rates, employee fees, time, 

etc.) from the total sales (or total revenue) from a particular newsletter.



Email has the highest average ROI of all communication channels — 400% (!) It's a marketing 

crime not to use a channel with these capabilities!



How to calculate ROI:

[(Sales from newsletter - Newsletter costs) / Newsletter costs] * 100

Also you can try to use our online ROI calculator to measure your cost effectiveness of email 

marketing.

MySignature ROI calculator

Profit per subscriber

Keep track of how much profit each subscriber brings you.



COO of 301 Digital Media Andrew Becks, call this metric the subscriber lifetime value. Becks 

explains, “The total value in revenue, be it from advertising, product sales, affiliate sales, media 

value or any combination or valuation metrics, understanding the lifetime value of your email 

subscribers will help you measure the true contribution to your bottom line that email drives.”


Becks continues: “This analysis can often also help justify investment of marketing dollars in 

email acquisition campaigns with a focus on optimizing efforts for a positive return on ad spend 

(paying less for the new subscribers than the subscribers themselves drive in revenue over their 

lifetimes).”



Yaniv Masjedi, CMO at Nextiva, explains, “This single statistic will provide actionable insight for 

activities beyond email marketing, from on-page lead capture forms to offsite content 

marketing and more.

Unengaged subscribers

Don't forget about those subscribers who don't interact with your newsletters. We recommend 

removing them from your email list.



Why?



A large number of unengaged subscribers can negatively affect the delivery of your emails, 

which can lead to them being sent to spam. Because of this you risk losing the audience that is 

interested in communication.

Summary

What cannot be measured cannot be improved.



Without monitoring and analyzing data, it's simply impossible to evaluate the effectiveness of a 

newsletter. Data is the foundation upon which all work to evaluate the effectiveness of your 

email campaigns rests.



To maximize the benefits of each newsletter, set clear goals for it and identify the most 

important metrics for your specific communications to track.

FINISH

Well, we've got this covered! Good luck with your future email marketing 

campaigns!

If you have any questions or comments, please write us at info@mysignature.io! 

P. S.


Small gift from us. Only students of this course can buy any Pro plan with a 35% discount for the 

first payment of an annual subscription.



Promo code: ELeadMag20#23



Valid only 15 days!

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://mysignature.io/roi-calculator
mailto:info@mysignature.io?subject=Email Marketing Course Feedback
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Bonus!

Check out our list of services and tools to help set up your email marketing campaigns.

MySignature Email Tracker

MySignature Tracker provides real-time insights into who reads your emails and who’s ignoring 

you.



Unlimited tracker of openings, clicks, Pro features - everything you need for personal email 

marketing in one service.



The main advantage of MySignature is that we provide email signatures as well. So no need for 

2 tools for creating signatures and tracking email openings and clicks.

MySignature.io

Mailtrap

Mailtrap is an Email Delivery Platform for individuals and businesses that covers all email-

related needs in one place: testing, sending, and in-depth tracking to control how email 

infrastructure works and performs.

Mailtrap

Hyperise

Hyperise is essentially an image personalisation toolkit.  These images can be used in email and 

LinkedIn outreach and on your website landing pages.  



Hyperise integrates with 1000's of MarTech, so whatever your outreach and website builder tools 

you're using, we most likely integrate with them.

Hyperise

https://mysignature.io/editor?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://mysignature.io/email-tracking?utm_source=pdf_book&utm_medium=pdf_book&utm_campaign=lead_magnet
https://mailtrap.io/
https://hyperise.com/

